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NOTES IN ILLUSTRATION OF THE RUNIC
MONUMENTS OP KENT.
BY THE EEV. DANIEL H. HAIGH.

The Runic monuments of Kent are few; but their
inscriptions or legends, short as these are, are sufficient
to show that they are the work of different, though
kindred, tribes or races. I shall notice them in the following order:—
1. Two sceattas found in a grave at Sarre, and another
at Birchington, the former in the possession of the Kent
Archeeological Society, the latter (once Mr. Eolfe's) in
the Mayer Museum, Liverpool.
2. A gravestone in the Dover Museum.
3. A gold triens, in the British Museum.
4. Two monumental stones, in the Canterbury Museum.
5. A sword-hilt, from the cemetery at Gilton, now in
the Mayer Museum.
6. A gold mancus, origin unknown, in the British
Museum.
7. A sceatta found at Sibertswold, now in the possession of the Kent Archseological Society.
For the correct interpretation of their legends, a
knowledge of the various systems of Eunic writing,
which have been handed down to us in MSS. ranging
from the eighth to the twelfth centuries, is necessary;
and to show the grounds of my own, I propose to lay
before my readers a digest of the information we possess
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on this subject. In so doing, I shall retrace much of
the ground I traversed in the second chapter of my
' Conquest of Britain,' a chapter which I wrote with the
object of maintaining, not only that our Angle, Saxon,
and Jute forefathers possessed the art of writing when
they came to this island in A.D. 428, and so might well
have records of their own; but also that every branch
of the great Teutonic stock possessed it in common with
them, and that their peculiar system was a tradition
from a period of very remote antiquity. Since then, a
magnificent work on Runic monuments has appeared,
the fruit of the indomitable perseverance of my good
friend, Professor Stephens,1 a rich treasury of materials
for the illustration of this subject, which, whilst they
serve to correct some errors of detail into which I had
fallen, (chiefly for lack of these very materials), abundantly confirm my views.
No one will now tell us that the conquerors of Britain
were an unlettered race, nor that their runes were
derived from Greek*and Roman alphabets. We can
trace their system of writing in full activity up to the
fourth century of our era; and beyond that period how
little do we know of the history of any Teutonic tribe!
Yet, of that little, one indisputable fact is this, that they
had letters three centuries earlier. I still hold firmly
my opinion, that the art of writing, in that peculiar
system which we call Runic, was a tradition, descending
to historic times from that epoch of unknown antiquity, when Goths, Franks, Saxons, Angles, Jutes, and
the rest, were one nation, tribe, or family; and that
each of these scions of that ancient race possessed and
practised it, until, under the influence of Christian mis
sionaries, they adopted in its stead the alphabet of
Greece, or the abecedarium of Rome. In this I am
1

' The Old Northern Uunic Monuments of Scandinavia and England,'
by George Stephens, F.8.A. London and Copenhagen, 1866-7.
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sorry to say that I have not the advantage of my
friend's support. He limits the use of runes to Scandinavia and England. Every rune-bearing relic, which
the diggings of the last half-century in the cemeteries of
France and Germany have revealed, is set down in his
grand work as a "wanderer" from a Scandinavian home;
and for every MS. authority for the existence of runes
in Germany a,n English origin is claimed. It is not my
purpose to enter into controversy with him; his " monumentum sere perennius" is before the world, and
every one who feels an interest in the subject can read
and judge for himself. In the interests of what I conceive to be the truth, I will endeavour in the following
pages to set forth the grounds of my own conviction,
that every Teutonic people had their own system' of
writing, which, on account of its peculiar order, we call
the Futhorc;1 that these futhorcs differed, (as did the
dialects of the language they were employed to express),
in the forms as well as the values of some of their runes,
yet were so nearly alike as to indicate a common origin,
however remote, just as the. JEolo-Dorian, Corinthian,
Argive, Athenian, Ionian, and Insular alphabets differ
from, and resemble, one another; that it is as incorrect
to apply systematically the sounds of the runes of the
English futhorc to the monuments of other kindred
races, and as impossible to read the inscriptions on
those monuments by the aid of the English futhorc
alone, as it would be to apply the sounds of the Attic
alphabet to an old Corinthian monument, or to read a
Corinthian inscription with no alphabet but the Attic
for a key. I commence, as in my former essay, with
that futhorc which is best known, arid of which the
monuments are of the greatest importance, and most
certain interpretation; and so proceed to those which
1

Its first characters being F, U, TH, 0, R, C.
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are least known, and of which we have the fewest
monuments.
In the accompanying table (PI. 1) I give the old
English futhorc from the following MSS.:—
a. MS. at Vienna, Salisb. 140. From the orthography of
the names of the runes I have inferred in my essay that this
MS. is of Northumbrian origin and of the eighth century. I
have since learned that W. Grimm regarded it as a transcript
from one brought to Germany, in the latter part of that century,
by the Northumbrian Arno, (brother of Alcwine), Bishop of
Salzburg. This MS. gives twenty-eight characters, but differs
from every other authority in the relative position of yr and
ear.
Fech
Haegil
Ti
Ac

Ur
Naed
Berc
Aes

Thorn Os
Eeeda Gen
Geofu
Is
Gaer Ih
Peord lies
Eh
Mon Lagu Ing
Daeg
Eor
Yr

Uyn
Sigil
Oedil

I. MS. at St. Gallen, No. 878, of the ninth century. It is
called " Anguliscum," to distinguish it from an alphabet which
precedes it, (and which I shall notice in the sequel), and from
the Scandinavian futhorc, which is there called "Abecedarium
Nord." It gives twenty-nine characters, in what I regard as
the correct order; but the 15th, as here represented, is indistinguishable from the 29th. Neither the names nor the powers
of the runes are given.
c. MS. Cotton., Otho B. 10. In this the names and powers
of the runes are supplied, but a later hand has inserted corrections, and those incorrectly. Thus, the 20th is m<m} and every
authority (except the following) places man here; the corrector
has written deg, and d over the true value, TO. The 24th, (in
every other the 23rd), is dceg, as it should be; the corrector
has written mann, and m over d. The scribe has given to ior
the 28th place instead of the 29th, and to ear the 29th instead
of the 28th; and the corrector has inserted tir as the name of
the latter. Important variants of the 9th and 13th runes are
added, derived from other futhorcs.
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"Or
Nyd
Beorc
u33sc

Thorn Os
Bad
Gen
G-yfu
Is
Ger Boh Peorfch
Bollix
Eh
Man. Lagu Ing
Ethel
Tr
lar Bar
Cweorth

Wen
Sigel
Deeg
Stan

d. MS. Cotton., Domitian A. 9. In this futhorc there are
several ei'rors, imputable to the writer of the names of the
runes. The llth is iac instead of is; the 13th sigel instead of
eoh; neither 15th nor 16th named; the 19th is ethel instead of
eh; the 20th deg instead of mem; the 23rd manis instead of
deg; and the 28th tir as well as ear; as if the scribe of this
manuscript were the corrector of the last. Tolx, the name which
is omitted over the 15th, is inserted over the 31st, which is
really cale; and a rune resembling iolx, but with calc written
over it, follows gwr, and a variant of the 24th is added above
the line. These are borrowed from another futhorc, to be
noticed in the sequel. Over ior is written orent, and over
queorth, cii/r.
Feoh
Hegel
Tir
Ac
Gar

Ur
Thorn Os
Nead lac
Geor
Berc Ethel Deg
JEw Yr
Ear
Gale

Bad
Sigel
Lagir
lor

Gen
Gifu
Wen
Peord
Ing
Manis
Cwaaorth lolx
Stan

e. MS. Cotton., Galba A. 2. This seems to be a very correct copy, giving the names only of the runes. Some of the
forms differ from the foregoing. The 14th is imperfect; the
20th occurs in inscriptions only as a form of the 23rd; the
second form of the 24th is supported by the last cited MS. and
the futhorc alluded to above; the 29th and 31st are made to
change places; the 30th, hardly distinguishable from the 28th
in the foregoing, has here a distinct form.
Feoh
Hegil
Tir
Ac
Gar

TTr
Ned
Beorc
^Bsc

Thorn Os
Bad Gen
Is
Gyr Bth
Peoih
Boh
Man Lagu Ing
Tr
Ear Gale Querth

G-yfu
Wyn
Eolhx Sigel
Dseg Ethel
lor
Stan

/. MS., S. John's, Oxford, 27. Here the names are not given.
The order is correct as far as the 23rd rune; then ior is in-
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serted before one wMcli resembles cethel, and the value os assigned to it. The next four are in the usual sequence; then
two resembling gifu, each with the value g, in place of ior;
then querth, stun, cole, cethel (of the usual form); bhen the rune
which stands for peorth in the last cited futhorc, and four
others.

These are undoubtedly English. I take the following along with them, on account of its close correspondence with them.
g. MS., Brussels, 155. This much resembles a, but the
characters which represent ing and oecltt are interchanged.
The names of the runes seem to belong to a Continental
dialect.
Fech
Hagal
Ti

Ur
Not
Berc

As

E—

Thorn
Is
Hasc

Os
Grer
Man

Ead
Ih
Lag

Ken
Pert
Hine

Greuo
Ilix
Dag

Uung
Sigil
Othl

G—

It will be observed that all these copies of the
futhorc agree in the sequence of most of the characters.
As far as the 29th there can be little doubt but that it
was as in b. Several authorities extend the system to
thirty-three, and one to forty, distinct characters; and
it is probable that this last was the original number, for
we have evidence that it was divided into classes, each
of eight characters, and as these were regulated by the
sacred number eight, we may well believe that another
sacred number, forty, determined the extent of the futhorc, and completed the 5th class. I shall henceforth,
for convenience, speak of each rune by the number of
its class and its position therein.
The names of the runes themselves, their occurrence
in ancient inscriptions, and a comparison of the words
in which they occur with the same words in their
modern form, are, of course, our only cri'teria as to their
value; and these are not always certain, since words
might be differently pronounced, as the runes would
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have different powers, amongst different tribes. The
Northumbrian inscriptions have supplied twenty-six
runes, amongst which are nearly all the vowels; these,
with the rest, I arrange as follows, (leaving out of the
question the 5th class, the characters comprising which
are almost unknown):—
I. 1. Feh.
F
2. Ur.
U (u').
TH
3. Thorn.
4.0s.
0 (o').
E
5. Esed.
0
6. Cen.
G
7. Geofu.
W.
8. Wyn.
H
II. 1. Hsogil.
N
2. JSTsed.
I (i1)1
3.1s.
4. G£er.'year.'G(ycons.).
5. Ih.
I (i3)2
6. Peorth.
P
3
7. lies.
8. Sigil.
S

T
III. 1. Tir.
B
2. Berc.
E
3. Eh.
4. Mon.
M
L
6. Lagu.
NG
6. Ing.
D
7. Dasg.
CE4
8. Oethil.
IV. 1. A'c " oak ". A(d/>).
2. ^sc. " ash". m (a>).
Y (vow.).
3.Yr .
EA (a4)'
4. Ear.
IO°
5. lor.
6. Queorth.
Q
K
7. Calc.
ST
8. Stan.

This is the old futhorc of the Angles, the futhorc
in which nearly every inscription hitherto found in the
Angle kingdom of Northumbria, and two in the Angle
kingdom of Mercia, are written. Besides these, there
are a few coins, with Runic legends, belonging to each
of the three Angle kingdoms.
1

The long i2 is expressed at Euthwell by 11.
That this was sometimes long i2 is proved by its occurrence in the
name Gfslheard, on the Dover tombstone. At Euthwell it makes a diphthong with III. 3, in (elmeittig. In the word drigith, on Mr. Franks'
casket, it cannot be long. It has not yet been found on any monument
to- justify the value eo, derived from eob.
3
This was a vowel, but it has not yet appeared in any inscription, and
only twice on coins, one found in Gloucestershire, the other in Kent.
Notwithstanding the name eolJix, I think it must have had an a sound
'in the southern kingdoms, as it certainly had in Scandinavia.
4
This occurs in the word gidrSftd at Euthwell; but at Falstone it is
transliterated by e, and seems scarcely to differ in sound from III. 3.
6
This occurs in the words/e«mz«. and heafunces at Euthwell.
0
This has not yet appeared as a vowel.
2
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Of these, two were found in the
grave ccxxvi. at Sarre. They are
of the same type, though not from
the same die. Compared with
another specimen in the British
Museum, they may be thxis described :—
Obv. Bust in profile to the right, before it the letters AVNC, and
behind, remains of what seem to be the same.
Rev, A. beaded circle, containing a cross, with a ray from the
centre terminating in a pellet in each quarter; around
it in runes, PADA, and a-meaningless legend in Roman
letters, AVIIOCA. .

Three other types are known on which the same runes
occur.1 On all the legend is clearly Pddd. If it be, as
is most probable, the name of a king, there is but one
in our history who can claim them,—the eldest son of
Penda, King of Mercia. He was made King of the
Middle Angles, (between the Trent and the Humber), by
his father, some time before A.D. 653, and of the South
J

1. Obv. Helmeted bust to the right; before it the letters oszio,
others behind.
Hev. A square compartment, beaded, containing the letters T°T?

2. Olv.
Rev.

3. Olv.
Sev.

on one side the legend, in runes, PADA ; on the others
Roman letters. (Fougeres et Combrouse,' Monnaies de
France," vol. iii. pi. xxviii. 1. A poor specimen in the
British Museum.)
Similar bust and legend.
An oblong beaded compartment, containing the runes PADA,
very neatly formed, on one side the letters AST, and
traces of the same on the other. (Probably unique, in the
British Museum.)
Bust different from all the above; traces of the same letters
as on the Sarre specimens.
The runes, PADA, between two beaded lines, enclosed in a
beaded circle, around which are traces of the same letters
as on the last. ('Monnaies de France,' vol. iv. pi.
cliv. 4.)
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Angles, (south of the Trent), on the death of his father,
A.D. 655, by Oswiu, King of Northumbria, and foully
betrayed to death by his wife AlhflEed, Oswiu's daughter,
on Easterday, A.D. 656. By Venerable Bseda and his
followers he is called Peada, so that we should expect
the first vowel in his name to be ear rather than dc;
but the sounds of these runes were very nearly the same.
The d in dc is represented in our language by o2, as in
dc " oak," Mn "bone," dd " doe';" and the ea in ear has
the same sound in such words as eald " old," ceald " cold,"
and nearly the same in eal" &\\," feallan " to fall." Pddd,
therefore, may well represent Peada.
In the 'Collectanea Antiqua' (vol. i. pi. xxiii. fig. 3),
a sceatta is figured, found at Birchington.
Obv. Bust to the right; before it, MPA. in runes ; behind it, A.
Eev. A. beaded square, containing the letters

TT
Oi
/V

Several coins of this type have been found elsewhere,
on some of which the name is written with E (III. 3),
EPA. I regard them as belonging to the uncle of Peada,
who fell in battle, A.D. 642. The marriages of Peada's
brothers—Wulfhere to Earconberht's daughter Eormenhild, and Merewald to her cousin, Eormenrsed's daughter,
Eormenbeorh—are indications of intimate relations between the royal families of Mercia and Kent, which at
once account for the appearance of Mercian coins in
Kentish graves. Blundered imitations of coins current
in France in the first half of the seventh century, solidi
of Mauricius, of the mints of Aries and Marseilles, of
Heraclius, and of Chlothari II. (of which the first could
not have been minted later than A.D. 602, the last not
earlier than A.D. 613), found in a grave, near the windmill, in 1860, (Arch. Cant. Vol. III. p. 45), had already
proved that the cemetery at Sarre was in use during the
pagan reign of Eadbald. This discovery of the coins of
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Peada, which must have been quite fresh at the time of
the burial of their owner, proves that it was still resorted
to for some years after the restoration of Christianity by
Earconberht.
A MS. in the British Museum, Vitellius A. 12, one in
the Chapter Library at Exeter, both of the eleventh
century, and one in the library of Sir Thomas Phillips,
give an alphabet of runes derived from some futhorc
which is now lost, (PL ], i.}. In the two first of these
the Tf (1.1) has a single branch; in all the G (I. 7) has
the form of ior (IV. 5), and the Q (IV. 6) has that ofcethel
(III. 1). The values x, y, z, are written in mistake over
the runes corresponding to u, x, Y; z follows without
value, and then the runes ing, thorn, and cesc. Now this
alphabet is very precious; it is the only MS. authority
in England for this form of G, (the only other is in the
Weissenbrun hymn, which I shall notice in the sequel),
and, with this and its equally peculiar F, it enables us
to read with confidence the legends of two monuments,
both Kentish.
The first is the tombstone found, many years ago,
under the foundations of St. Peter's Church at Dover,
and now in the Museum there. A drawing of it was
communicated to the Society of Antiquaries by Lady
Mantell in 1832, and published in the ' Archseologia,'
vol. xxv. From this Mr. Kemble read the name upon
it, -|- GISLHEARD. Mr. Gordon, now our representative
at Stuttgart, made a drawing from the stone in 1851,
containing an important correction of the second rune,
which he observed was II. 5, not II. 3, as it appeared in
Lady Mantell's sketch. This correction he communicated to Professor Stephens, with a rubbing of the
inscription, made for him by the Rev. J. Puckle, Vicar
of Dover, completely establishing its accuracy. There
can be no doubt as to the name intended,
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-fGISILHEARD,

where we must assume for the second rune the value
which its Northumbrian name, ih, gives. The third is
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a monogram of si. The sixth. I read, as usual, ea, (not
quite sure whether it might not be simply a, in the
futhorc to which these runes belong).
The other is a gold triens, or third of a mancus, in
the British Museum, (place where found unknown).

Obv. Bust to the right; legend in runes, (from right to left),
ANrwui/otfu, and in Eoman letters, -f CLIO.
JLev. Two figures holding a ring between them, their disengaged
hands uplifted, and their faces turned upward; legend,
+ }>ENAEISI.

There can be no doubt as to the reading Aniwulufu,
(an early form of the well-known flanwulf); .yet here, as
in the last, we see how impossible it would be to read
these legends by the aid of the futhorc of the Angles
alone.
I think that the Runic legend was engraved first upon
the die, and that, by a change of intention, the Roman
letters were added. I therefore read CLIO continuously,
and regard it as an epithet, (hl6o= "protector"), "Aniwulufu protector." I have no doubt that the name on
the reverse is intended for HENAMSI, (B for t, as in many
other instances; the workman, perhaps, being not well
acquainted with the Roman alphabet). And here I
would remark that the geographer of Ravenna (Venantius Fortunatus), in the seventh century, calls the conqueror of Britain Anschis; Layamon, (in the earlier version), Hanges and Henges, as well as Haengest; and Gaimar
uniformly Henges and Hengis; whilst the Latin chroniclers invariably add a final t. The termination in a
vowel, of words which in later times would end ,in a
consonant, and the fulness of vowels which these names
present, are equally characteristic of early antiquity.
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The type of this coin is not an imitation of a Roman
design, but purely Barbaric. The reader cannot fail to
be struck by the resemblance between the figures on
the reverse and those on some northern bracteates (see
PL 8); nor can there be a doubt as to the intention,—
it is a representation of two chieftains swearing an oath
on the " holy ring."
The chieftains whose alliance this little piece was
intended to commemorate would seem to have been
Aniwuluf and Henagis; and when we call to mind the
facts of the history of Hencgest,—how, from A.D. 429 to
435, he was continually receiving reinforcements from
the Continent, to assist him in his struggles with Ambrosius and Vortimer; how, after his expulsion from
Britain, and his year of exile, (which the name of Haengest, near the coast of Normandy, suggests may have
been partly spent in that district), he returned with a
fresh force of auxiliaries,—and the fact that Goths were
associated with Jutes in the conquest of Britain,1 it is
interesting to learn from Idatius, that one of the chieftains who led the Teutonic tribes in their persevering
invasions of the Roman provinces at this period, was a
Goth, named Anaolf, and to find, in immediate context
with the notice of his defeat, a notice of the defeat of
Juthungs (or Jutes)2 also, A.D. 430:—
1

" Oslac Gothus erat natione, ortus eriim erat de Gothis et Jutis, do
semine scilicet Stuf et Wihtzur."—Asser. de Gestis Alfredi.
Stuf and Wihtgar, nephews of Cerdic, colonized Wiht; and the last
thirty years' researches have clearly established the fact, that the early
Teutonic colonists, or conquerors, of Wiht and Kent, were of one race.
2
As the Anialas are Amalungs, Denas Denings, so are the Juthungi, or
Jotungi, of the geographers and historians of the later empire, the Jutse of
Venerable Bseda and other annalists, the Jotas, Jutas, or Jutua-cynn of
our Old English Chronicle. The passage in which this Chronicle speaks
of them is worth quoting; it is the English version of Venerable Bseda's
story.
" There came there men from three tribes of Germanie, from the AidSeaxas, from the Anglas, from the Jotas. From the Jotas came Cantwara
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" Per JEtium comitem, haud procul de Arelate, qusedam Gothorum manus exstinguitur, Anaolfo optimate
eorum capto. Juthungi per eum similiter debellantur
et Nori."—Idatii Chronicon, s. a. 430.
There is one other inscription, in which this peculiar
form of G occurs. It is given on the bronze fittings of
the bottom of a casket of walrus ivoiy belonging to the
ducal family of Brunswick, and now preserved in their
Museum. How it came into their possession is not
recorded.
The front of this casket exhibits twelve panels, each
containing a biped monster, man-, beast-, or bird-headed,
with a tail enormously prolonged and disposed in an
elaborate knot. On the back are six panels; five containing each a pair of these monsters, affronted or addossed ; and the sixth a design of that singular wavy or
trumpet pattern, which in its simpler forms is found on
weapons and ornaments of Celtic origin in England,
Ireland, France, and Germany, and in its more elaborate forms in illuminated MSS., such as the Book of
Kells in Ireland, and the Gospels of S. Cuthbert and
S. Chad in England, but only in the earliest of the
particular school to which these belong. Thus, then,
this casket may safely be pronounced a work of the
seventh century. Each end presents two pairs more of
these monsters; and on the sides and ends of the cover,
(which is like a house-roof sloped on all sides), are
others, and two smaller quadrupeds.
Now, although this casket has a character of its own,
(I know of nothing else which can be said to be exactly
and Wihtwara, (that is the tribe that now dwelleth in Wiht), and that kin
in West-Sex that man now yet calls Jutna-cynn. From the Eald-Seaxas
came East-Seaxa and Suth-Sexa and West-Sexa. From Angle came, (it
ever since Btood wasty betwixt Jutas and Seaxas), East-Engla, MiddelAngla, Meorca, and all Northhymbra."—'English Chronicle, s, a. 449.
In Beowulf they are called Eotena-cynn. Their Norse name is Jotar.
VOL. VIII.
N
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like it), I cannot hesitate in recognizing in its ornamentation the influence of Irish art, introduced by the missionaries of lona. That influence in Northumbria dates
from A.D. 634, (the accession of S. Oswald), until nearly
the close of the century; in East Anglia it would be
felt, in some degree, after the foundation of S. Furseus'
monastery, at Cnobheresburg, A.D. 636; in A.D. 653 it
was extended to .the kingdoms of the Mercians and
East Saxons by the apostleship of S. Cedd. These considerations must be taken into account in our speculations as to the date of this relic; if it be of Continental origin, it may be many years more ancient, for
S. Gall and S. Columban began their apostolic labours
in France A.D. 585.
The inscription is certainly not in the Northumbrian
English dialect. Had it been, the late Mr. Kemble,
who first interpreted the inscriptions at Ruthwell, with
such brilliant success, would have had no difficulty in *
reading it. Yet he sent it to me, with a conjecture
that it might be in the Irish language. I recognized in
it clearly a Teutonic name, Sighere, but in the oblique
case, and I proposed' an interpretation of the whole,
with great diffidence, owing to the uncertain value of
the first character and the unusual form of the words.
The inscription is duplicate. It ends at the righthand of each longer side, where there are marks which
I cannot regard as runes,—two in one case, four in the
other. These I take to be marks of abbreviation,and
stops. The first character, as it stands, occurs in no
other Runic inscription. In Mr. Kemble's copy it was
an E inverted. I thought it might be F or w, and chose
the latter. I had not then observed that some of the
wens in the Lay of Hildebrand, (see PI. 1. j>), have
exactly this form, though not in this direction, and
I now feel more inclined than then to regard it as avariant of this rune. The next character would he IV. 2,
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i. e. M or a1 in the English futhorc, but I. 4, i. e. A, or
a301'*, in the futhorc which will next come under consideration. The fourth is II. 5. The ninth is IV. 4,
EA, of which, as I have shown above, the sound must

•-,

7L

—r?

have been nearly the same as IV. 1. The last but one
seems to be M on one side, D on the other. In Mr.
Kemble's copy I read it D, and indeed its position
obliges me to take this value,
i I therefore read it-—
,
•N 2
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W-ZELI G2ELIA CBITNIiTHII SIGHIJl-ZE LIINDO'.

Of these words, SIGHIR.&: seems to me certain. It is
the dative case of the personal name, which, in Northumbrian English, would be Sigheri, spelt with III. 3,
instead of II. 5; but it is remarkable that the name eoh
is given to both runes in MSS. of South English origin,
as if they had nearly the same value. This is followed
by LIINDO', which I extended liind-cempce, " shield-warrior," a compound similar to lind-tviga, (which has the
same sense), and lind-gestealla, " shield-companion." I
now think it may be Hind cyningte, " shield-king." Either
would apply as an epithet to the person to whom I
believe the casket belonged,—Sigehere, King of the
East Saxons, who was living A.D. 664, (in which year
he attested the foundation-charter of Peterborough), and
665; how much longer we know not. He embraced
Christianity, relapsed into paganism, but returned. The
remainder of the inscription I have interpreted as an expression of good wishes for his prosperity, and, after much
consideration, I can think of nothing more probable.
Waeli I connect with mala, wela, " weal," " wealth;"
geelia with gal, merry; critnethii with grithneat, " sharer
of peace," or " protection,"—one of the titles of the
king's household band; and I translate,—
"Weal! joy! a retinue! to Sighere, the shield-warrior," or "shield-king."
It is possible that the n may have a value here different from that which they have in the Buthwell
inscription; that in fact they may stand for IT. If this
could be established by the discovery of similar inscriptions it would be very important, for not only would it
give us a plural form; critnethu, of which we have many
examples, but we should have also Lund-cyning, or
" king of London," the East Saxon metropolis.
The three MSS. which contain the Runic alphabet
that has enabled us to read these legends contain also
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another, (PL 1, #), of which the chief characteristics
are these: thorn (I. 3) stands for D ; gifu (I. 7) has a
peculiar form nearly the same as in the futhorc, which
is not " Anguliscum," in the MS. at St. Gallen; hcegil
(II. 1) is the same as the second form in the MSS.
Otho B. 10 and Domitian A. 9; K, Q, x, and Y are also
remarkable. I know, as yet, of no inscriptions with
these peculiar runes.
The destruction of our old Runic monuments, as
savouring of paganism, must have been very complete
throughout the island, in the first years of its conversion
to Christianity. In Northumbria alone, after its second
conversion by the Scottish missionaries from lona, Runic
writing revived and flourished. In the earliest MS.
monuments of our language Latin letters alone appear.
Yet it was not long before the inadequacy of the letters
u and d to express the runes wen and thorn imperatively
demanded their restoration; and although the inconvenience of double letters, (ng, st, ae, ea, eo, oe), for sounds
which the older system would have expressed by single
ones, was tolerated, these two maintained their ground
•until long after the Norman conquest.
This phenomenon is now recognized as a proof, that
the system to which they belong was one which our
fathers possessed, before they became acquainted with
the Latin writing and learning; and others, of exactly
the same kind, indicate the existence of futhorcs amongst
the other Teutonic nations of continental Europe. •
Born A.D. 318, in the land of the Goths (trans Danubium), of Cappadocian parents carried captive thither,
sent on an embassy to Constantinople, and consecrated
bishop, A.D. 348, Wulfila devoted himself to the conversion of that people, and, as a means thereto, translated
the Sacred Scriptures into their language. There does
not seem to be a reasonable doubt, but that his version
is preserved to us, in part at least, in the Codex Argen-
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teus at Upsala, and the Wolfenbiittel and Milan palimpsests, although these are supposed to have been written
at least a century later than his death, and in Italy,
However this may be, it is certain that the writing of
the Codex Argenteus was formed upon a Greek model;
and the alphabet is proved, by the numerical values of
the characters, to have followed the order of the Greek
rather than that of the Latin. I give for comparison
(PL 1, n and o) a Greek alphabet taken from a MS. of
the fifth century, and the Gothic alphabet from the
Codex Argenteus. The characters for 90 and 900, as in
Greek, are used only as numerals, so that the alphabet
really consists of twenty-five characters. Of these,—
B, G, E, z, i, K, L, M, N, p, T, OH, have forms similar to
the Greek and the same values;
A, D, TH, R, s, F, o, have the same values as the Greek,
but different forms;
w has the same form nearly as its Greek correspondent, but a different value ;
Q, H, j (Y), u, HW, have different forms and values.
w corresponds to the Teutonic wen, a sound which
the Greek alphabet had not;
R, p, and o are already familiar runes ;
Q and u we shall have occasion to notice in the St.
Gallen futhorc, in the so-called Marcomannic alphabet,
and on the Gilton sword-hilt ;
s and j we have on some Scandinavian monuments,
and HW on a spear from Miincheberg in Brandenburg.,
Besides B and i, then, which are common to the Greek
and Runic systems, we have eight characters in this
alphabet which are certainly runes (in a rounded form),
and A, D, and TH may be presumed to be derived from a
Runic source. It is true that the R and s resemble their
Latin correspondents; but this alphabet is so manifestly
formed on the Greek model, that I cannot believe in any
other than a Gothic origin for the characters which are

PI. 2.

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIM,!

WADSTENA GOLDEN BRACTEATE. (Stephens, p. 533).

BUCHAREST RING, R00MANIA. (Stephens, p. 567).
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not Greek. To my mind they are the remains of ail
old futhorc, which this alphabet supplanted.
' Of a futhorc, not identical with, but in many respects
resembling, this, a golden bracteate, found at Wadstena
in Sweden, gives us twenty-three runes in order (PL 2).
They are preceded by the words LUBA TUWA, whereof
tuwa must be the Gothic tewa, •" order," " series," and
lutha a word expressing "letters." I take it for the
genitive plural of a word corresponding to the O. E. Mud,
O. G. lut, Mod. G. laut, " a sound," and would explain
the two as " order of sounds." I think this is preferable
to " order of the people," (" sounds " or " letters " understood), though lutha might well be derived from a correspondent of the Gothic lauths, " a.person." In either
case, the avowed object of the legend is to give the
order of the futhorc, and (save that one rune, III. 7, is
• omitted) we may believe that this order is correct as far
as it goes. Although it is not complete, the space not
allowing for more characters, this futhorc is particularly
valuable, inasmuch as it arranges the runes in divisions
of eight, and so confirms and illustrates a statement in
one of the St. Gallen MSS., that a sort of cryptic writing
was in use, in which the runes were represented by
tree-like stems, of which the number of branches on one
side denoted the division, and on the other its place in
the division, the word CORUI, I 6, III. 8,1. 5,1. 2, II. 3,
being given as an example. There is an inscription of
this kind at Hackness in Yorkshire.
In the runes of this futhorc, the most ancient inscriptions in Sweden and Norway, on stone monuments, and
in Denmark also, on bracteates and other movables, are
written; and as the language of these inscriptions is,
certainly very closely related to the Gothic, more so
than to any other known Indo-European language, we
must have recourse to that language to determine the
names'of the-runes, and consequently their powers.'
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The'chief differences between these powers and those of
our own runes may be expected to be in the case of the
vowels; for these we must have recourse to the Gothic
equivalents of the Old English names.
In three of these,—I. 2, 0. E. w, Goth, urus; I. 8, 0. E.
wen, G. winja; and II. 3, 0. E. is,—I think the value was
the same in both languages.
I. 4s, 0. E. os, Gr. ans. This rune has the form of the 0. E.
cesc, but it would be a serious error to transcribe it ce. The
O.E. rune is IY. 2; this is I. 4, the co-respondent of the
0. E. and N. o's, of which the value was o. The Gothic equivalent of this word, ans, suggests a3 as the phonetic value of
this rune in the futhorc before us.
II. 4. 0. E. gear, G. jer. This rune is the fifteenth in Wulfila's alphabet, and the sound'was the same as that of the corresponding 0. E. rune; but in these inscriptions its value was
certainly an a, and we must suppose that its name was ar in"
the dialect of these inscriptions, as in the Norse futhorc. In
two inscriptions the form is varied, VA and i/y, the latter resembling its correspondent in the Charnay futhorc, to be
noticed in the sequel. The Norse form, +, is nearly the same
as on a scramasax found in the Thames. By writing the rune
ing, III. 6, upright instead of horizontally, some confusion is
caused in one inscription.
II. 5. 0. E. ih. This rune is of very rare occurrence on
these old Gothic monuments, and I do not know the word
which corresponds to the 0. E. ih. I assign to it conjecturally
the value i, the only one it will bear on the" 0. E. monuments on which it has hitherto appeared.
II. 7. This rune must have been a vowel. Whatever was
its value in England, it had certainly an a sound in the old
Gothic inscriptions, as Professor Stephens has shown, and its
name perhaps was alac.
III. 3. 0. E. eh, G. ahwa. This rune had probably a broader
sound than with us. I transliterate it doubtfully e, thinking that
it may have been rather a1, or aa, (i. e. as in "fate " or "fat.")
III. 7. 0. E. cethel, G. othal. Its value in these inscriptions
was certainly o, and it replaces occasionally I. 4. In an inscription at Istaby, which is in another dialect, it replaces I, 2, for
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.which, udal, the Norse correspondent of otTial, enables us to
account.
IV. 1. A rune identical in form with our 0. B. dc occurs
once on a bracteate. The Northern forms of this word—Holl.
'aikf Norw. eik, Isl. eylc, Swed. elc, Dan. eg—suggest a sound
approaching to a1 or el,
IV. 2. J5 occurs but rarely. I Suppose it to have corresponded to our 0. B. cesc. A sound not very different from
the English is suggested by the Holl. essche, Isl. eslci and aslcr,
Swed. cesk, Dan. ceshe.
IV. 3. This occurs once. Its value probably the same as in
English.

The 25th letter in Wulfila's alphabet, only once
found hitherto on a Gothic monument, appears generally to represent the aspirated w of other dialects.
Mr. Uppstrom thinks it was simply w, In a Runic
beithluisnion, first published by Mr. O'Curry, it is expressed by ua, i. e., of course, a sound nearly the same.
In the Gothic, as well as in the English futhorc, we
have great abundance of vowel sounds, sufficing for
every requirement of the language, but we shall observe
in the inscriptions an occasional interchange of the
runes expressing the a sounds. In the MS., ai expresses
e, and au o (as in aipiscaupaus, eTrla-KOTros), and both these
combinations, perhaps with the same value, occur in the
inscriptions.1
When the later Norse futhorc was fixed, I. 2 (ur) was
retained for u, 1. 4 (os) for o, III. 4 (ar) for a, II. 3 (is)
for ?', and the other vowels were discarded.
The first inscription to be noticed in runes of this
futhorc, though not the earliest known, is yet the most
interesting and important, on account of the circumstances under which it was discovered. In the year
1

It is important to bear this in mind. Had Bopp adverted to it, he
would have seen that the vowel of reduplication in the Gothic prseterite is
the same as in Greekj ai=e.
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1837, some labourers in the neighbourhood of Petrossa,
a town of Wallachia, in the southern Carpathians, found
a treasure consisting of twenty-two objects of gold,
many of them adorned with pearls, emeralds, sapphires,
and garnets, which, in ignorance of its value, they sold
to a Greek mason for £48. He tore the jewels from
their settings, cut some of the things in pieces, and sold
everything for which he could find a customer, until, in
the following year, Prince Michael Ghizka, brother
and minister of the • reigning hospodar, on hearing of
the discovery, confiscated what remained in his hands,
and instituted a strict search for those which had been
sold. The result was the securing for the museum of
Bucharest twelve articles, mostly mutilated, and a few
fragments. These were an ewer, a dish, a basin, two
cups, a collar, four bird-shaped brooches, a torques,
and a ring, all but the last of elaborate workmanship.
The intrinsic value of the dish and basin alone is upwards of £1200, and the size of the brooches, (10-|, 9f,
9, 6f inches), indicates that their owner, certainly a
Goth, could not have been of lower than kingly rank.
That owner Dr. Bock1 has identified beyond a doubt.
In that mountain range Athanaric, king of the Visigoths, bound by an oath'to his father never to set foot
on Roman soil, maintained himself for a few years,
when Frithigern and Alawiwa, and the Christian Goths,
migrated into Moesia, until his subjects, under the pressure of famine, resolved to follow their brethren, and
he was forced to seek refuge at Constantinople, where
he died 25th January, A.D. 381, the fifteenth day after
his arrival. The treasure doubtless was his, and the
dangers, incident to a flight through a country infested
by Huns, would occasion its being secreted previous to
his departure. Of this treasure, the ring, though the
least in intrinsic or artistic value, is of the most import1
As quoted by M. de Linas (Eevue Archeologique, Jan. 1868).
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ance to our object, inasmuch as it presents to us the
only inscription that has yet been found in the ancient
territories of the Goths, written in their original runes.
The inscription (PL 2),—
GUTANIOWIHAILAG,

is clear, and so is the meaning of Jiailag ; the only difficulty is in the division of the words which precede it.
I have thought that wi may have meant originally " a
ring," (cf. Latin vi-ere, to " hoop " casks; vi-etus, " bent;"
vi-men, a " hoop "), and eventually an " idol,'' on account
of the sacred use of rings, and that so wi-bed, an
" altar," was the " bed " on which the " ring " was laid
in the temple. In this sense I read the inscription
" Holy ring of the Goths." But as this ring was found
in the country which the Goths occupied, before they
passed over into Mcesia under the pastoral care of
Wulfila, and belongs to the time of his translation of
the Scriptures, (although, of course, it may be of much
higher antiquity), we may expect that the language will
prove to be the same; and for this reason I prefer
Gtttani, which is actually a form of the Gothic genitive
plural, (usually ane, but e and i interchange), to Gutanio,
which has no analogy. Owi then remains, and this is a
Gothic form of the neuter noun, consistent with the
neuter form of the adjective hailag. The word does
not occur in the existing remains of the Gothic language, and its meaning can only be inferred from what
other families of Teutonic speech supply. I think it
must be related to the 0. E. ce'w, " something binding,"
" marriage vow," " law," with which dth, an " oath," is
connected. I therefore translate the inscription, " Holy
bond" (or "vow") "of the Goths."
In the ninth century, in England, we read of the
Danes, when they had broken all former covenants,
swearing their most solemn oath to Alfred on the
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" holy ring."1 In the Irish annals,2 in the ninth and
tenth centuries, we have frequent mention of the " ring
,of Thomair " (i. e. Thor); and Arngrim Jonas3 and the
Eyrbiggia Saga4 tell us of such a ring preserved on the
altars of Scandinavian temples. Such a ring very probably was the example before us; and may not its
inscription be a record of the vow by which Athanaric
was bound?
One remarkable trace exists of the progress of this
futhorc from this, its earliest known home, to its last
home in Scandinavia. In 1865, near the Muncheberg
Railway Station, Mark-Brandenburg, a discovery occurred of what were evidently two interments of warriors, whose remains had been consumed by fire. An
iron shield-boss, hemispherical, 6^- inches broad, with
its hollow 4^ inches broad and 2|- high, contained the
burnt bones of one, and a broken urn had probably
contained those of the other. Each had been provided
with a lance, a shield, of which the boss and its handle
remained, and a knife; and besides these objects there
were a bronze buckle, two beads, one of glass the other
of clay, two iron hooks, two small oblong plates, two
shield nails, a pin of iron, a bolt, and fragments of anV "A.D. DCCCIXXVI. And in this same year the army of the Danes in
Engla-land swore oaths to King 2Elfred upon the holy ring, which they
never before would do to any nation."—English Chronicle.
' 3 Tor example:—" A.D. DOOCCXCIV. The ring of Tomair, and the sword
of Oharlus, were carried away by force, by Maoilaechlainn, from the
foreigners of At Cliat."—Annals of the Four Masters.
* "In araprseterea annulus asservabatur argenteus, vel ex orichalco,
unciarum xx, quern, forensi aliquo munere fungentes, jusjurandum jam
prsestituri, viotimarum illinitum cruore, religiose inter jurandum contrectabant."—JKerum Island, i. 7.
4
This Saga tells us that Thorolf carried with him to Iceland, about
A.D. 883, the framework and columns of the temple of Thor, from the isle
of Mo'stur, and re-erected them in that island on Helga-fels. This temple
contained an altar, on which was laid a silver ring, weighing two ounces,
to be worn by the priest in every solemn assembly, and to be used in
administration of oaths.

PI. X
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other urn. The first boss and the lance-heads were in
remarkably fine preservation, owing, doubtless, to their
having been in a state of glowing heat at the time of
the interment. The smaller lance, 5^ inches long, was
quite plain; the larger (PL 3, full size) was adorned
with incised bands and other ornamental marks, filled
with silver, on the socket; and, on each side of the
raised ridge of each side of the blade, with mysterious
marks, similarly inlaid, and with six runes, of which
the first is the 25th letter of Wulfila's alphabet, the
second u or K, the fifth II. 4, which in Wulfila's alphabet has the y sound, but in_pther inscriptions of this
class seems to stand for a. HWEANAA, or WRANAA, may be
simply the name of the owner of the weapon; but, taking the runes in connection with the marks which
accompany them, and which probably were intended to
impart deadly efficacy to the weapon, and the possibility that the second rune may be u, and the word
HWUANAA, I am inclined to compare it with the O. E.
hwan, " calamity," and to consider it as the imperative
of a verb of kindred meaning. The chief difficulty in
the way of interpreting these inscriptions arises from
the poverty of our Gothic vocabulary. In illustration
of this view, I may mention a sling-bullet,1 formed of the
spike of an echinite, found at Glostrup, in Sealand, inscribed TU, " kill" (cf. Fr. tuer\ and well-known imperatives of the same kind on Greek and Roman slingbullets. Perhaps, however, the explanation first suggested is better.
In the month of April or May, 1839, a peasant, who
had removed a large stone, found in the earth beneath
it the following objects of gold, in the neighbourhood
of Coslin, on the coast of Pomerania.2 They probably
marked the grave of a lady:—
1. A pentagonal ring with, ten triangular facettes, on eight
1
Stephens, p. 848.
* Stephens, p. 601.
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of which are zoomorphic ornaments, on the nitth a fylfot, and
on the tenth runes. The ring is too small for ai>y but a female
finger. (PL 4.)
A plain hoop-ring.
S. A fragment of a thick arm-ring.
4. A parabolic bead of thick, spirally-twisted gold thread.
5. Six bracteate pendants, one of which has a Runic legend.
(PI. 4.)
6. Two coins, one of Theodosius (A.D. 379-95), the other of
Leo I. (457-74). It is not stated whether these were looped
for suspension as part of a necklace or not.

The bracteate legend, WAIGA, gives us a personal
name, apparently the same as that of one of the grandsons of Woden, an ancestor of the Mercian kings, but
he must have lived in the latter half of the fourth century ; and this deposit is proved, by the coin of Leo, to
be later by at least a century. It is, however, quite
possible that the bracteate may be as ancient as the coin
of Theodosius. The ring gives the word 'ALU, which we
shall have occasion to notice again, and above it the
rune ill.
A bracteate sent to Copenhagen from Hamburg, in
1852, and therefore probably found in Holstein or in
Hanover, has a-figure of a man stooping, with his right
hand raised to his mouth, a bird before him, a dog
behind him, and the same word ALU. (PI. 4.)
In 1859, at Nebenstedt, in. the neighbourhood of
Dannenberg, where the Jeetzel flows into the Elbe,
several gold bracteates, probably a lady's necklace, and
some iron fragments were found. Three of the bracteates bear runes, but their legends are utterly unintelligible. I would not notice them but for the' fact of
their having been found in that district. (PL 4.)
. Inscriptions in the runes of this futhorc have been
found on twelve monuments of stone in Norway, and
on nine in Sweden. In Norway, four bracteates of
gold; in Sweden, an amulet, a brooch, and fourteen

H.
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SLESVIG GOLDEN BRACTEATE.

NEBENSTEDT GOLDEN BRACTEATE.
(Stephens, p. 524).

(Stephens, p. 528).

NEBENSTEDT GOLDEN BRACTEATE.
(Stephens, p. 523).

COSLIN GOLDEN RING. (St. p. 600).

COSLIN GOLDEN BRACTEATE.

(St. p 511).
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bracteates; in Denmark, a horn, a coronet, a brooch,
the chape of a scabbard, a fragment of a sword-hilt,
several arrows, a comb, a plane, a fragment of a knifehandle, and about three dozen bracteates, also present
runes; and, with the exception of the greater part of
the bracteate legends, these inscriptions are clear and
intelligible. In discussing them I shall not follow the
geographical order, but rather that which will best
develop the grammatical forms of the language.
1. On a stone pillar at Istaby, Bleldng, Sweden,—

AFATA HARIWULAFA HABUWULAFA HAEETJWULAFIA
WAEAIT RUNAA DAIAA.

" After Hariwulafia (&) Hathuwulafia, Haeruwulafia
wrote these runes."
There can be no doubt either of the reading or of
the meaning of this inscription. As for the runes, we
note eight occurrences of II. 4, in the form which the
Charnay brooch (PI. 14) presents, usually in places
where we might expect I. 4, but once in the word
runaa, where we have III. 8 in some of the inscriptions
which follow. We have also I. 4, replacing II. 7, at
the end of the second word.
Of the personal names, Haeruwulafia is certainly in
the nominative, Hariwulafa and Hathuwulafa as certainly in the dative; and as wulajia^ the final element,
corresponds to the Gothic wulfs, we have here the representative of the 1st strong declension of masculine
nouns, of which the dative ended in a in Gothic,
O. II. G., and O. S. Rimaa, accusative plural, repre-
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sents the 4th strong declension of feminine nouns,
which formed this case in a in 0. F. and O. E. ; and
thaiaa represents the O. H. G. di6, O. S. and O. F. thia.
The preposition afata=Goth. afta, and the verb warait
=Goth. wrait, show the same fulness of vowels as in
the proper names, which of course correspond to the
O. E. Herewulf, Heathowulf, and Heorowulf.
2. On a square stone, found in a barrow in Bratsberg
paiish, Tronyem, Norway, along with a spear-head and
a metal urn, is the name

i>fr/r
BALIA.

3. On a stone pillar, at Berga, Sodermanlancl, Sweden, we have
SINO

written horizontally, and

t / 1 11 X 11
SALIGASTIA

written vertically. The latter is a dialectic variation of
the historic name Saligast. The former I take to be
the name of a female, because names with the same
termination occur on the two following ornaments,
each of which seems to have been part of the decoration of a lady.
4. On a coronet of gold, found with the skeleton of
an ox, beneath stones which were supposed to be the
remains of a disturbed grave chamber, LEBRO or LUBRO.
(PL 5.)
5. On a brooch of silver gilt, found at Himlingoie,
Sealand, Denmark, in 1835, with a necklace of thirtyone glass and two amber beads, part of a bone comb,

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIII.

PI. 5

HIMLINS0IE BROOCH.

(St. p. 297).

DALEY flOLDBN DIADEM. (St. p. 283).

Aid. Cant. Vol. Till.

PI. 6.

THORSBJERG SWORD-CHAPE. (St. p. 295).

VI COMB

(Stephens, p 305),
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and a bronze strainer, HAEISO. (PL 5.) A brooch of
exactly the same type, but without ornament, found by
Dr. M' Pherson at Kertch, in the Crimea, is in the British Museum. (Coll. Antiqua, v., PL xiv.)
It does not seem necessary to suppose that the later
Norse corruption (or abbreviation) o for oh, "owns,"
was in use at the early period to which these ornaments belong. On the contrary, as on 4 the vowel
seems essential to the completion of the word, and as
we shall notice in the sequel a name, certainly in the
nominative, ending in 0, I think we may safely set down
Fino, Lethro, and Hariso as a class of feminine names.
The Berga monument certainly commemorates two persons, and the different direction in which these names
appear, warrants the inference that Saligastia was written before it was set up, and Mno after.
6. On the two sides of the chape of a scabbard, found
in Thorsbjerg Moss, Denmark, we have the inscription
NIWAAMAR1A, OWLBUBEWAA.

(PL

6.)

These are two personal names; names, probably, of
successive owners of the sword. The former belongs
to the same class as those noticed above; a name of
which we have the first element in Nevogast, the second
in .Fraomar, etc. The latter I divide Owlthu-thewaa;
and I compare these elements with the Gothic wulthus
O.E. wuld-or; Goth, thiwa, O.E. theow. Each ele
ment enters into the composition of personal names;
Wuldulf, Wulthari, Vulteric, Woldarhilt, Sigisvult; Ecgtheow, Onc/entheow.
7. In a barrow at Stenstad, in Bratsbefg parish, Thelemark, Norway (which contained four urns filled with
remains of burnt bones, a small gold ring, four beads, a
cruciform brooch, a plate of bronze, fragments of a knife,
and a bucket, with bronze handle and 'bands), a stone
was found, inscribed
VOL. VIII.
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IGIA ON HALAA.

The fourth rune is II. 4, of a form differing from that
on the bracteate only in the inclination of the lower
limb to the left.
The name Igia seems to be the same as I&ia, that of
a female mentioned by Adam of Bremen (I. 19). The
word kel, "grave" or "hades," appears in two different
forms;
a. O.E. hell, dat. helle; O.S. hel. dat. kella; Goth.
b, „
„ hellia, „ lielliu; „ halja, dat. lialjai;

and I think halaa, in the dative, belongs to the first.
I take the meaning of this inscription to be, "Igia in
grave." Very similar to this is the inscription,—
8. On a fragment of a stone found also in a barrow
in Tomstad, Lister and Mandal amt, Norway.

F-MPFRht
—AN: WARUA.

It was accompanied by a sickle blade, two knife-blades,
two cakes of burnt clay, and two beads, so that the
grave was probably that of a female.
As the O.E. verb wreon has the same meaning as heIan, warua may be equivalent to halaa; and the meaning will be "
in grave."
This is the third instance of an inscribed stone found
in a barrow, a custom of which the old cemetery at
Hartlepool presented other examples; stones with Eomanesque or Runic legends, serving as pillows for the
heads of skeletons.
9. A bone comb, found in Vi moss, Fyen, Denmark,
is inscribed EARAA, a simple personal name. (PI. 6.)
I notice this here, on account of the fourth rune,

Pi. 7.

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIII.
SKODBOKG GOLDEN BRACIEATE and GOLDEN BROOCH. (St. p. 560)i

GOLDEN BREAST-JEWEL. Half size. (Worsaao No. 31)7).
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which on this, as on 6 and 7, and the Miincheberg spear,
must be II. 4, a rune which is sometimes confounded
with III. 6. The bracteate futhorc shows the essential
difference between the two; but when the strokes of
II. 4 are curved, and III. 6 is written vertically instead
of horizontally, the position of the rune, or the form
of the word, must determine its value. To my mind,
Niwangmaria is an impossible name, and Harnga would
require a vowel to complete it. The coin of Beornwulf,
on which Prof. Stephens sees an instance of the rune
ing employed to express the sound ing is badly represented ; the character is A, and the moneyer's name, as
on other coins of Beornwulf and Ludica, is Monna, not
Manning. There is no instance in Runic inscriptions,
nor in names on coins where runes are introduced, of
a rune being used to express the sound of its name.
10. A gold bracteate, found at Skodborg, S. Jutland,
along with a gold brooch of extraordinary richness and
beauty, certainly the property of a lady, bears the
legend,—
UAA ALAWINA UAA ALAWINA UAA ALAWINA ALAWIDA.

(PI. 7.)
Here the second, twelfth, and twenty-second runes
are undoubtedly II. 4, as on the futhorc bracteate; and
I believe the thirtieth is the same rune reversed, in this
case replacing I. 4 ; it is certainly neither II. 8 nor
III. 6.
This legend, in my opinion, contains a threefold repetition of TJaa Alawina "Woe to.Alawini;" where uaa
corresponds to the O.E. wd, waa, wed, and Alawina is a
personal man's name in the dative, from a nominative
AZawini=O.T?i. Alwine. The remaining word seems like
a play upon Alawina, alawida "all widely." An imprecation such as this, directed against an enemy of her
husband or herself, does not seem an improbable legend
for an ornament worn by a lady. In this respect we
shall see it does not stand alone,
o2
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Fortunately we are able to obtain an approximate
date for the fabrication of these ornaments. There can
be no doubt of the contemporaneity of the brooch with
the gold pendent ornament (PI. 7, half size), which
forms part of a necklace, with a solidus of Valentinian
II., three of Leo, and two of Anastasius, and which
therefore may be presumed to be of the sixth century.
11. On a bracteate, found at Bolbro (PL 8, fig. 3)
compared with a fragment of another of the same type
found at Vedby, (PL 8, fig. 2), both in Fyen, is the
legend OWAA LUTEAD LAUA. The 12th character is L
on the Bolbro piece, evidently an error, for LL could
not come together in such context. The Vedby fragment happily supplies A in this place. Owaa is a personal name, masculine ; luteath corresponds to O.E.
lutiath ; laua " low;" " Owaa louteth low." . What else
can this be but an exultation over a fallen enemy? The
device is a man kneeling, and his right hand raised to
his mouth, with a gesture of entreaty. The attitude is
precisely the same as that of the figure on a bracteate
pendant, from a grave in the Bifrons cemetery lately
opened by Mr. Godfrey-Faussett, which is here given, in
anticipation of his paper, for the sake of the illustration;

I may also remark that two of the bracteates found
at Nebenstedt, in Hanover (PL 4), have the figure of
a man exactly resembling that on these, but stooping
rather than kneeling. On one the legend is OAUL LLIAD
AMTLLET, which seems to be intended for something like

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIII.

PI. 8.

GOLDEN BRACTEATES.

3. (St. No. 51).
1. (St. No. 19).
2. (St. No. 52).

6. (St. No 21).

(St. No. 20).
5. (St. No. 18).

7. (St. No. 36)

8. (St. No. 25).

9. (St. No. 57).
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the above; on the other it is GIATJ IUD GAL GLIAU. These
are specimens of the unintelligible legends which most
of the bracteates present.1 I will notice in this place.two others of similar types.
12. Two bracteates, found at Scona, in Sweden, have
a man kneeling, with the same gesture, but of design
very different from the above; before him a dog and
a bird. (PL 8, fig. 1.) The legend is LAWU LOUEA
GEALLU. The fourth rune is O's of the English futhorc;
the eighth and eleventh are the rune I have noticed
above, as probably IV. 2; the tenth is G, with two bars
attached to the right; whether intended for GA or for
another rune I will not say.
13. A fragment of a large bracteate, found at Snyd
strup, Haderslev, S. Jutland, in 1841, has a man standing with both hands raised, a stag before him, and a
1

Professor Stephens energetically protests against tlie idea of the
existence of blunders in the legends of these braeteates, or the inscriptions on the Old Northern monuments. Yet a comparison of his bracteate 49 with 49 b shows manifest blundering, and comparison of his bracteates 35 to 41, the same. We hare seldom the opportunity of collating
two copies of a lapidary inscription, when we suspect, (as we have often
good reason to suspect), a blunder of the writer. Fortunately I can cite
one, and that very much to the point.
The inscription on the coffin of Eshmunezer, king of Sidon, was certainly all traced on the top of the stone, before it was given into the
hands of the writer. The writer began his work, and wrote eleven clumsy
letters at the beginning of the two first lines and eight in the third, and
then probably was discharged for bad work. Another writer was then
employed, and went on to the middle of the thirteenth line, where another
hand appears and continues to the end.
Now in this royal epitaph, there is a blunder of one letter for another
in the third hand, and an omission of an important letter in the second,
which would have embarrassed attempts at interpretation, if we had no
fortunately a duplicate of nearly half the inscription written round the
head, which corrects them and makes them intelligible, but has in its
turn three blunders of its own, (one letter written for another and two
omissions), which the original corrects. Did his majesty of Sidon " pay
good money for bad work," or did he bilk hia scribes, one for bad writing,
(deservedly), the others for blunders ? There tho blunders are, at any
rate, uucorrected, in a royal epitaph.
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bird, a dog behind him, and the legend LATJEA ARU.
(PL 8, fig. 5.)
14. Another small bracteate, from Haderslev, has a
man kneeling with a bird before him, and LA. (PL 8,
fig. 6.)
15. A bracteate of the same type as 12 has the legend
SALU SALU, (PL 8, fig. 4); perhaps "health, health!"
16. On a bracteate, found in Sealand, we have the
legend, HAUIUHA HAITILA : FAUAUAISA : GIBUAUNA . ; . .
(PL 8, fig. 9.)
Here fauauaisa gibuauna is certainly equivalent to
the Gothic fauaizo • gibono, "of few gifts." The old
warriors of the North could scarcely think of a greater
defect, in the character of a prince, than stinginess j1 so
we are prepared to expect something the reverse of
' complimentary in what precedes, The object, Haitila,
is the name of a well-known enemy of the Goths, the
celebrated King of the Huns, and I have never changed
my opinion that hawiuha is an imperative passive.3 Instead, however, of explaining it by means of the verb
1
Witness the following passages from Beowulf:—
1. 3443. " Nallas beagas geaf,
" He gave no rings
Denum setter d6me."
to the Denas after judgment."
1. 3449. " Thu the leer be thon
" Thou teach thyself 'by him
gum-cyste ongit."
Understand generosity."
1. 3502. " Gytsath grom-hydig
" He covets, grim-minded
nallas on gylp seleth
gives in pride no
fsette beagas.''
rich rings."
1. 3521. "Bebeorhthethonebealo- "Keep from thee that baleful evil,
nith,
" Beowulf leofa."
dear Beowulf."
1
Ya is the characteristic of the passive in Sanskrit and Zend, and
slight traces of it remain in other languages of the family, as in the Latin
mor-iu-ntur (= Sans, mri-ya-nti), Goth. usJci-ya-nata "enatum" (supposing usTci-ya " enascor"). One example of this occurs at Behistun, patipay-uwa, " be prepared." This ya, Bopp identifies with the Bengali % d, " to
go,"
to which eo, in the O. E. prseterite eo-de, " he went," corresponds.
0
These words, then, liau-iuli-a and tau-iu-a, may well be compared with the
imperative patipa-y-uwa above, and with the Sanskrit snd-ya-sva, Zend
ma-ya-nuha, " be washed.'1
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hakan, " to hang," I now prefer Jiawian, " to look at,"
used in an unfavourable sense, as in the adverb hewendlices, "disdainfully," and translate "Be despised! Haitila, of few gifts." I still regard it as an imprecation
directed against the historic Attila; a monument, therefore, of the first half of the fifth century. The device
is the most common of all those which the bracteates
present, a horse with a human head upon its back; but
this is a degradation of an original type. There' are
examples which give half the body and arms besides,
so that the full type represented a horseman; and in
this instance alone, of all that I know, he is furnished
with a spear.
17. On a stone pillar, at Solvesborg, Bleking, Sweden,

AAMTJ TAUIUA HRUTI W-

Unfortunately this stone has been very much injured,
and some letters must be wanting at the beginning and
the end. As on the Istaby stone, the second and sixth
runes must be A ; in these inscriptions the s is of a different form. Tauiua stands, I believe, in the same relation to tawian, " to make," as Imuiiilia to hawian; its
meaning will be " be made." Hruti corresponds to the
Gothic hrot, a " roof" or " covering." I supply L at the
beginning, and obtain the word laamu, which may correspond to the O.E. laam," loam," or the O.F. lame, which
occurs in monumental inscriptions, (such as the following at Ch&lons-sur-Marne,." Ici gist desoz ceste lame,"
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etc.). I translate this fragment, "O earth." (or "stone")
" be a covering for
." There is nothing out of the
way in a monumental inscription taking the form of an
apostrophe to the earth which has received the body,
or to the stone which marks the grave. We have examples of this kind, of heathen and of Christian times;
such as—
" Te lapis, obtestor levis ut super ossa quiescas."
Gr-uter, 685.
" Suscipe, terra, tuo corpus de corpore sumptum
Beddere quod valeas-vivificante Deo."—Ibid. 1175.

And in the same spirit are the lines in Beowulf:
1.4486. "Hold thu nii hriise,
" Hold thou now earth.,
nu lieeleth. ne mo'ston
now that warriors must not,
eorla eehte."
earls3 possession."

18. On a horn of gold, found in 1734, * at Gallehus,
near Tondern, in S. Jutland,—
EC HLEWAGASTIA HOLTINGAA HOBNA

TAWIDO.

(PI. 9.)

Here we have another personal name, of the same class
as Saligastia, Holtingaa, I think, must be a genitive
plural. In later dialects horna would be horn; but on
another monument we have staina for the later stain,
and on another hlaiwa for hlaiw; three neuters, nominative and accusative, (always the same in the neuter),
ending in a. Tawido corresponds to the Gothic tawida
from taujan. In taking ec for the first personal pronoun, agreeing with tawido, I am supported by the
authority of Bridsdorf, Eafn, and Bugge. Professor Stephens objects to this, saying that out of thousands of
blocks, slabs, etc., in Eunic or Roman letters, he cannot
find one beginning, with this J. I can multiply examples, but it will suffice to cite the following.
EGO GENNAEIVS EIGI QVI IN EO TEMPORE FVI MAOESa'ER MABMOEA-

EITIS.—Q-azzena. Iscr. Ohrist. del Piemonte, 45.
EGO PATER VITALINVS ET MATER MARTINA SCRIBSIMVS NOW GBAN1

See Appendix.

PI.

Arcli. Cant. Vol. VIII.

Top of Runic GOLDEN HORN. (St. p. 325).
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DEM GLOEIAM SBD DOLVM J?ILIOBVM TUBS JTLIOS IN DIBBVS XXVII HIO
POSVIMVS SAPAVDVM FILIVM QVI VIXIT ANNOS VII ET DIES XXVT RVSTICAM FILIAM QVI VIXIT ANNOS IIII BT DIES XX ET EVSTICVLA BTLIA

QVI VIXIT ANNOS in ET DIBS xxxiii.—Le Slant, Inscr. Ohr. de la
Gaule, 460.
SIMl'LIOIVS CONIVCtI INCOMPAEABILI CVM QVA VIXI ANNOS III MEMORIZE CAVSA BECI.—Ibid. 533.
HOC PAVIMENTVM HVMILIS ABBAS COMPONEEE EECI ANGILBEETVS

EGO DVCTVS AMOEE DEI.—Holland, iii. 94.

Amongst these old Gothic inscriptions we have two
others. The meaning of that before us is clearly " I,
Hlewagastia, made the horn of the Holtings." In this
inscription we have the true form of the rune III. 6,
nearly the same as on the bracteate; and it is especially
worthy of remark that the rune I. 8 is followed by an
accent, as it is in 35 of 41 instances of its occurrence
in the lay of Hildebrand. (For examples, see PL l,jp.)
19. On a stone pillar at Tun, Smalenene, Norway, are
the longest and the most valuable of all these inscriptions.

V
EC
RAHTO

WIWAA AFTER
E(UNOA).

WODUEIDE WITAI GAHALAIBAN WO-

ARBINGA NODTJIN60A DOHTRIA DALIDUN

(HITA) WODURIDE STAINA.
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The reading of the first inscription is clear, with the
exception of the twenty-fifth rune, which Munch read
N, Stephens I. If it be the former, witan will be a
substantive, " counsellor;" if the latter, it will be an
adjective, agreeing with the substantive following. This
adjective form more resembles the OJF. than any other
dialect; but gahalaiban (=Gothic galdaibin, "companion," dative, of weak declension), rather resembles
O.E. -an, O.S. -on, and -en than O.F. -a. Wiwaa is a personal name, Woduride another, in the dative. Worahto
is almost exactly the O.S. worahta=Gothic waur/tta,
O.E. worhte. The word which follows began with L, E,
B, or w. I have supposed runoa; but other words, corresponding to our O.E. leger " grave," beorh, " mound,"
are equally possible.
"I, Wiwaa, after Wodurid, (my) wise companion,
wrought runes."
In the second inscription there are two doubtful
places. The thirteenth rune is u in Olaf Worm's copies, and, from Hunch's and Stephens's engravings, this
appears to me more likely than Hunch's E or Stephens's
LI. In the third line I prefer supplying HITA, to imagining an infinitive SETA, at variance with all the dialects
of our language, except the Northumbrian English and
the Norse, which the dialect of these inscriptions resembles less than any other. Arbinga may be a family name,
or it may mean "heiress," as Professor Stephens suggests.
Singostua and Nothuingoa I take to be feminine names.
Dohtria is a new form of the plural, nearer to the Gothic
dauhtrjus than to the O.E. do/ttra, O.H.G. toJtterd and
to/itar, O.S. dohtar. To obtain the meaning of dalidun,
which is, of course, third plur. prset, we must remember
that there are two words perfectly distinct in form in
every age and dialect of our language.
, Goth. O.E. O.S. Mod. E. Holl, Svv. & Dan. Isl. O.H.G. Mod. G.
a. dal, ddl, dal, dale,
dal,
dal,
dalr, tal,
thai.
T). dails, dal, del, deal,
deel,
del,
deil, tJieil, ' tkeil.
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The former is a "hole," "cleft," "hollow," "quarry,"
"valley." The latter a "part," "portion," "share."
Evidently datidun, from dalian, must be connected with
the former, rather than with the latter, (which we may
presume would give dailidun}, and the meaning must
be "quarried." Hita, the word which I supply, is the
Goth, demonstrative neuter, "this," agreeing with
staina.
"The Arbing Singostua, the Arbing Nothuingoa,
daughters, quarried this stone [for] Wodurid."
In this inscription, the rune III. 6 occurs four times,
under a form approaching that of II. 4.
In a former essay I have remarked that gahalaiba,
" companion " (cum-panis), equally with genedt and ge
sitJi, denotes one of the band of associates who were
always attached to a Teutonic prince; that Wiwaa,
to whom Wodurid was thus related, must have been
of royal rank; that a prince of this name was living at the time to which Professor Munch believed this
monument to belong,— Weiua (or Wehka), of whom
the Cambrian genealogist says, " he first reigned in
Britain over the nation of the East Angles "; a,nd that
he may have dwelt for a time on the coast of Norway,
and thence have come to occupy East Anglia, where
Wiveton, near the coast of Norfolk, and Wivenhoe in
Essex, bear his name, as Erpingham, not far from
Wiveton, does that of the Arbings, the family to which
Wodurid belonged. This identification I still maintain,
and I hail as an important verification of the consequence,—that some of the Angles must have dwelt
some time in Norway,—the fact which Mr. Worsaae
asserts; viz.: —that " certain types of brooches which
are peculiar to the ancient Anglian districts, in the
northern and middle parts of England, hitherto entirely unrepresented in the collections, not only from
Angel, but from Denmark generally, re-appear in the
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west and north of Norway, indicating that the intercourse between Norway and England in those days
was more active than between Denmark and England."
Before I read this I was struck with the resemblance
between the brooch from the Stenstad barrow and
others from the Anglian districts of England, (e.g. from
Yorkshire, Akerman's 'Pagan Saxondom' PI. VIII.
5; from Cambridgeshire, Neville's 'Saxon Obsequies,'
PI. 6, gr.; 91, 95 PL 4, 171; PL 6, 40, 47; PL 7, 31;
PL 10, 173); and it is worthy of remark, that the lady,
whose name I have compared with that on the Stenstad
stone, was the owner of Eamelsloh, not far from Hamburg, on the south, i.e. the Anglian side of the Elbe.
I am confirmed, then, in my view, that this precious
Tun monument belongs to our Wewa, and to about
A.D. 500.
20. I notice here, for the sake of comparison with
the names above,

HWYCODUA

on a stone at Vanga, W. Gotland, Sweden. Like them,
I regard it as a feminine name.
21. The Tun inscriptions are written loustrophedon.
The following, on a stone pillar at Gudsberg, Wermeland, Sweden, begins in the middle of the upper (righthand as the pillar stands) line, proceeds to the left
(upwards), and returns in the second line to the right
(downwards). A second clause then begins in the
middle of the first line, proceeds to the right (downwards), and returns in the second line. This arrangement is extraordinary, but the direction of the runes
shews that it is indeed so. It is—

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIII.

I'J. 10.

L1NDHOLM AMDLKT. (St. p. 219).
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r
HAIT S(ATIAN LI)UBAA HITE HARABANAA EC BRILAA
RUNOA WARIT.
As the top of the stone is broken off, I am obliged
to supply conjecturally what is wanting ; but satian is
no improbable completion of s - , and Liubaa is the
simplest name I know to complete - ubaa. The
meaning of hait is clear, and I should have expected
haJiait ; kite is the demonstrative which I have supplied
on 19. I translate
" Liubaa commanded to set this for Harabanaa. I,
Erilaa, wrote the runes."
The writer first records the order to place the stone,
and then in the opposite direction his own writing of
the inscription, taking care to turn this part at a in
want so as just to meet the other.
22. We have another memorial of this scribe on an
amulet of bone, in the form of an eel, found near Lind-holm, Skane, Sweden.
EC ERILAA SNIILIGAA HAT EC A, eight repetitions
of I. 4, three of II. 7, two of II. 2, then SBMUTTT : ALU.
(PI. 10.)
" I, Erilaa, quickgoer called am I ever." What else
the writer intended to convey, under the initials of
twenty words, is a secret for ever.
23. On a stone pillar at Orstad, Stavanger, Norway,

HILIGAA SAB ALU,

in two lines, and, at some distance lower,
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ARAWHARA.

Hiligaa must be a man's name, perhaps derived from
some peculiarity of gait—"heel-goer"; Arawhara must
be another, in the dative. The latter resembles in
significance our JEschere and Sceafthere, and in form
Ariogais, Ariomir, etc., Sar alu must be a verb and
noun, corresponding to the usual warait runoa. Now
by the side of the verb sceren scdr, to "cut," Layamon has seren sar with the same meaning, or nearly
the same, (and hence our word " sore "). Alu is the
word which occurs in the composition of Jordani's
alioruna, Mod. Germ, alraun. It must mean letters
or staves, and its combination with ritn, in alrtin, is
parallel to such compositions as r&nstafas, writrunen,
etc.; and the transition of becun and other kindred
words from one meaning to another, explains the derived signification of the O.E. keel, an " omen." The
meaning of the whole will be, " Hiligaa cut letters for
Arawharia." On later Scandinavian monuments we
have the same word in the phrase risti el.
24. On a stone pillar at Bo, Stavanger, Norway, we
have

p

HNARDAS HLAIWA,

valuable as giving the genitive of the strong declension
in as, and hlaiwa — Goth, hlaiw, O.E. klww, hldw, O.S.
htto, a "barrow," a neuter noun in «. The fourth letter
of the name looks more like R than B in Professor Stephens's engraving; the next is certainly D. " Hnardia's
barrow."
25. On a stone pillar at Tanum, Bohuslan, Sweden,
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0RAWINGAN HAIT INAA WAS.

Inaa is a personal name, equivalent to our Ine. Thrawingan is the dative plural. Hait, O.E. hat, is used in
the sense of " hostile," as in Beowulf.
1. 4581 " hat and hreohmod." " hostile and fierceminded."
1. 5375 " hat and heathogrim." " hostile and war-grim."

So I read this inscription, " Inaa was hostile to the
Thrawings," and regard it as a memorial of some bloody
feud.
26. On a stone pillar at Reistad, Lister, Norway,

IUBINGAA EC WAS RAA : UNNBO WRAITA.

This monument appears to have suffered injuries which
have partly effaced some of the runes. The first stroke
and top of the E seem to be wanting; but we can read
ic if we cannot EC. The R and A of RAA are evident.
This may be a personal name. I cannot help comparing Horstead, the burial place of Horsa, in Kent,
with this Eeistad, the burial place of Raa. I translate,
" I was Raa of the Juthingas " ! " Unnbo wrote." The
second clause is a parallel to that on 21.
As parallel instances of inscriptions in which the person commemorated is represented speaking, I may
cite,—
SI QIS BIQ-NATUR RESCIRE MEO NOMEN RU-U-MA DICOR—
YI VIXI ANNIS IIII ET ME XI SOCIATA M.S.
(Le

Slant, 236.)
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EGO ILPERICUS NON AUFERANTTTR OSSA MEA

(Ibid.

142.)

The Juthings, of course, occupied Jutland at the time
when we may suppose this pillar was set up; and the
home of Raa was there. This perhaps was the reason
why Unnbo, who wrote his epitaph, was careful to
specify his national name. Reistad is near the south
coast of Norway, opposite to Jutland.
27. A slab of sandstone, at Sigdale, Aggershuus,
Norway, 5 ft. 6 in. long, 2 ft. 3 in. broad, 9J in. thick,
presents on one of its edges the following inscription in
characters about 1 inch high It is very much worn,
but fortunately we have copies, conscientiously made
when it was in much better condition than at present.
Of these Mr. Haslefs copy, made in 1810, seems the
best; and I shall avail myself chiefly of its aid in
supplying the defects in the copy made for Professor
Stephens.

H

rowron
MIRILAA BROAA AC ROAEA OtfTE DATAA HATJTO LALAAND
ARMS A.

The twenty-seventh is L in Professor Stephens's copy,
A in all the rest; the thirty-first is u in the two oldest
copies, in the third its second stroke is disappearing, in
the fourth it has gone; the thirty-third is A in the two
oldest, the fourth shews clear traces of o ; for the rest,
Haslef's is the only complete copy, and it is not contradicted by the others except in the last character,
where Nicolaysen gives N, Stephens L. The nature of
this inscription, written in characters so small, and on
the very edge of the stone,—so different from those we
haye discussed,—prepares us to expect something other

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIII.

PI. i

ETELHEM BROOCH.

PI. 12.

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIII.

(Stephens, p. 182).
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than a sepulchral memorial. If my reading be right, it
is a charm, or imprecation.
Mirilaa is a Gothic proper name, occurring, under
the form Merila, in the subscription of the Naples MS.;
and Droaa and Eoaea seem also to be proper names.
The verb comes further on, lalaand (perhaps laliand
or lalland}, in the Gothic form of the ind. pres. 3
plural; a verb which has no representative in the
Gothic, nor in O.E., but which may well connect the
Mod. Germ, fatten^ Dan. latte, on the one hand, and
the Greek \aketv on the other. Oute I take to be an
adverb, Goth, uta; tliataa the demonstrative pronoun
in the neuter; hauto a ".charm," O.E. hwatu. Armtli-a
(or yrmtha], " misery," "calamity," "affliction," is the
ill-omened word which is the object of the charm.
"Mirilaa, Droaa, and Eoaea speak out that charm.
Armtha."
28. A brooch found at Etelhem, in the Isle' of Gotland, inscribed MO MRLA WKTA (PI. 11, 12), seems to
give us the same name as the last, but in a different
dialect; for the vowels must be supplied, Mec Mirila
wraita, " Mirilaa cut " (or " chased ") " me." Wraita
seems more probable than worhta, which would necessitate the supplying a consonant as well.
29. A stone pillar at Mojebro, Hageby, Sweden,
bears the device of a warrior on horseback, brandishing
a sword. Above his head, in two lines is the inscription, ANAHAHAPA ANGINIA FRAWAKADAA. Of this monument we have two copies, one made for Goransson, about
150 years ago, the other for Professor Stephens. On
comparing the two, we cannot but remark the accuracy
of Goransson's delineation of the warrior and his horse,
and this must inspire confidence in his delineation of
the runes also, which have suffered very much since his
copy was made, the monument having been used as a
stepping-stone before a well, from 1730 to 1861.
VOL.

VIII.

P
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The eighth rune, with Goransson, I read p; in
Stephens's copy, the strokes are separated so as to be is,
and this copy shews clearly that the following runes,
now much worn, were as in the older one.
In ana/ia/iapa, I see the Gothic preposition, ana,
" up," combined with the reduplicated prseterite of a
verb, Aapan (=Mod. Swed. hopa). The eleventh rune,
being written quite small, like ing, I take to be a
variety of that character, rather than of gifu; and so
Anginia will be a proper noun, usually found in composition with other elements, as in Angengeat, Fra seems
to be a preposition, =*fora, Lat. pro; and waradaa is
dative sing, of a word corresponding to the Gothic
wardja.
" Anginia raised up (this) for (the) warder."
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I prefer this explanation of this inscription, to taking
Waradaa or Frawaradaa as a personal noun. It implies that the stone was raised to mark the place where
a warder watched the frontier, on the shore of the
estuary which runs up near Upsala, and seems exactly
to explain the device beneath it, of which the lines in
Beowulf, which describe the Scyldings' warder at his
post on the shore of Hrothgar's kingdom, offer a very
apt illustration.
1. 463 " Tha of wealle geseah
weard Scyldinga
se the holm-clifu
healdan scolde."
1. 473 " Gewat him thii to
warothe
wicge ridan
thegn Hrdthgares."
1. 578 "Weard mathelode
thser on wicge sat."

" When from the wall saw
the Scyldings' warder
who the sea cliffs
should hold."
" Betook him then to the
shore
riding on his horse
Hrothgar's thegn."
" The warder spake
where onhishorse he sat."

30. A stone pillar at Krogstad, Upland, Sweden,
bears a rude figure with arms uplifted, and the legend,
MWSIUIAI on one side and SIAI NAA on the other. The
p2
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seventh rune is clearly a variety of II. 4., not of III. 6.
The first inscription can only be the dative case of a
feminine name of the strong declension, corresponding
to the Gothic airt/ta, airthai. In explaining the second,
I must call attention to the fact, that the irregularity
observable in all the Indo-European languages in the
declension of the pronoun, is attributable to the circumstance that there was originally for each a plurality
of forms regularly declined; but that, at the time of
the earliest written literature, some of the cases of each
had fallen into disuse, and thus in each language or
dialect, some of the cases are taken from one form, some
from the other. Thus of the third personal pronoun
there were two forms, he and se, and of the demonstrative the and se, traces of each of which we observe in
the declension of every Teutonic dialect, some having
preserved what others have lost. The Gothic has
preserved the feminine personal si, and so has our
modern English, and the O. S., 0. and N. H. G.; but
all the dialects form the oblique cases from the root of
the other form, which the O.E. alone retained in the
nominative. The Gothic had sd (for sio), and our O.E.
seo, for the feminine demonstrative; whilst the O.S.
had tAiu, 0. H. G. diu, N. H. G. die, Mod. E. the; and
most of the oblique cases of the personal, and all of the
demonstrative, are derived from the latter form. According to the analogy of the noun giba, and the
adjective blinda, sio would make the dative siai, and
this I believe is the form which we have on this Krogstad monument. Naa, in the dative, represents the
Gothic nawa (from nom. nans), but is nearer to what
we may believe would be the dative of O.E. na, or ne,
a " dead body." It is not necessary to take these inscriptions together, as they are on opposite sides of
the stone, but whether we do so or not is immaterial.
" For Musiuia."
" For the corpse."
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The rudely cut figure on the stone has been taken
for that of man ; but if it were so intended, surely there
would be some distinctive mark, such as sword or spear.
We do not know what was the costume of the female
sex at the time to which these monuments belong ; but
the men on the bracteates seem to have trousers only,
not tunics.
81. An inscription on a stone at Skaane, Soderman
land, Sweden, presents difficulties, arising from the oc-

currence of two runes, the seventh and the fourteenth,
which have no place in the Wadstena futhorc, and have
not occurred in any inscription of the class we are considering. The former is an A in some Bleking inscriptions ;
in the Norse futhorc it is H ; in Germany and on the
Dover tombstone it is a The latter resembles the O.E.
copulative, the phonetic value of which, as a member of
the futhorc, must have been ND, (as that of ing is NG).
If we assign to the fifth rune the value NG, as on the
Tun monument, to the seventh A, and to the fourteenth
ND, we shall have
HARINGAA LEEGAAND.

Now we have a curious word forthrouffh, (pron.
fordruf), i. e.fare through or through fare, and, I think,
lergaand is an exact parallel to this; for I connect lev
with the O.E. ledran, to " go forth," " pass over," and
gaand with the O.E. geond, " over," " through," " yond ;"
and understand this inscription to mean " the go forth,"
or " pass over," of the Harings." Thus we shall have a
monument of the same class as 29, (and another which
Professor Stephens rightly regards as marking an " innstead"), not a memorial of the departed, but as it were
a landmark. The Norse inscription which surrounds
this is SCANMALS AUC OLAUIT DAU LETU CIAEA MERGE BAtJSN
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C? BAUSl) EETIR SUAIN FA0UR SIN GUB HIALBI SALU HANS,

" Scanmals and Olauf they let make these marks after
Swain their father, God help his soul !"
32. A plane, found in Vi moss, Sealand, Denmark,
hears inscriptions, possibly the work of successive
owners.
GISLIOA WILIA AHLAORB.

Professor Stephens reads the fourth rune L ; but it looks
like A in his engraving; the fourteenth and fifteenth
appear connected so as to be HL. Gislioa-fa Gisaioa)
is a feminine name, in a form of which we have had
examples, and wilia is an epithet, the Gothic feminine
adjective wilja, " kind." La-orb is " scythe-shaft," as Professor Stephens reads it; and, doubtless, he is right in
suggesting locer, "plane" (whatever its precise form
might be), as the word which would complete this line.
" Gislia Wilia owns (this) scythe-shaft plane."

TALIA,

a man's name, followed by a character which seems to
be rather an arbitrary mark than the rune III. 8.

TIDAS HLEUNG BE RIIGU.

This is the clearest of the three. Comparing Eiigu with
our O.E. rik, I take the meaning to be " Tithas Hleung "
(son of Hlewa), " the hairy." The writer of this inscription evidently spoke a dialect different from that which
characterizes most of the preceding, and I would remark
the same with regard to the following : —
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33. On the inside of a shield-boss, from Thorsbjerg
moss
AISG AH, "Aisg owns."
This name occurs, more than a century later than the
date of Thorsbjerg deposit, in the Kentish line of the
descendants of Woden. As exceptional also I regard
the following : —
34. On a bracteate found at Tjorko, near Karlskrona,
Sweden, CUNIMUDIU . . . WUBTE EUNOA ANWALHA CURNE
HELDAA (PL 8, fig. 8). The type, above referred to as
the most common one, is more degraded than usual,
and we may believe that the artist was one of inferior
ability. This may account for one certain blunder, the
two LL in the fourth word, whereof I confidently read
the former A; perhaps, also, for what seem to be
dialectic variations in the two first words. Cunimudiu,
(I should have expected -ia), is a name corresponding
to our Cynimod, (or better, if we suppose n omitted, to
Gynimund] ; wurte for wraita or worahto, "wrote" or
" wrought;" Anwalha, a name of the same class as our
Ctenwealh, in the dative; owrne corresponding to our
corene, " chosen," from ceosan (the Gothic of Wulfila
gives the participle of Musan, Jcusans) ; heldaa, genitive
plural. " Cunimudiu wrote runes for Anwalhia, chosen
of heroes."
These are all the monuments from which we can
gain any information as to the language and grammar
of the people to whom they belong. A few bracteates
present single words, capable of being pronounced, as
e.gr.
]?UWTJ, HAGALU, EHWU, LAOCU,

perhaps the names of runes ; (as if there had been a
complete set corresponding to the whole futhorc) ;
OTA and SCAA (PL 8, fig. 7).
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Of this last there are many examples, exhibiting successive blunderings and imitations of blunderings, until
all trace of the original word is lost; indeed of most of
the bracteates I think they are, like the imitations of
Eoman coins by the Barbarians, bad copies of types
which were originally fair representations of the objects
the artists intended to portray, and which presented
intelligible legends. These words may be, and I think
are, personal names. Before I pass on, I would wish
to notice briefly two monuments:—
a. A stone at West Tanem, Trondjem, Norway, inscribed MANISLAU.
b. An ornament found at Faxo, Sealand, Denmark,
consisting of a hollow golden cylinder, to which are
attached three double (back to back) bracteates, all
from the same die. The device, which is in a style of
art very different from that of -any of those I have
noticed, in fact, much ruder, seems to be an imitation of
a Eoman coin, and presents a bust looking to the left,
and before it a small figure, also to the left, holding a
branch. I take the first rune to be p, and read POSLAU.
Both these words, I believe, are Sclavonic names.
I have endeavoured to bestow on the elucidation of
these inscriptions all the care which a subject of so
great importance demands, and I recognize in them the
remains of a language more nearly related to the
Gothic of Wulfila than to any other dialect of Teutonic
speech; and this all the more clearly in those which
are longest and afford the best opportunities for comparison. I do not think that they all belong to one people ;
on the contrary, I think the masculine names in -ia
(Saligastia, etc.), in -aa (Erilaa, etc.), and the feminine
names in -oa,-ua (Hwycothua, etc.), constitute one class;
and the masculine names ending in a consonant (Aisg,
etc.), or in -a (Waiga), with such words-as Ehwu, Hagctlu, and the feminine names in -o (Lethro, etc.), another;
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the inscriptions which contain the former are the especial
subject of these remarks. In some forms I think I
can trace features of resemblance to the Old Sclavonic,1
another member of the Indo-European family; but
these can indicate nothing more than that the Gothic
race who spoke this language were, in their ancient
home, neighbours of the Sclaves. I say in their ancient
home, for recent discoveries in the mosses of S. Jutland
and Fyen clearly establish this fact, that the people
who used these runes were invaders of Scandinavia
about the commencement of the fourth century of our
era.
The principal mosses which have been explored
are:—
1. Thorsbjerg in Slesvig, three miles north of the
river Slie, 400 yards from a brook which flows into this
river, and, perhaps, was navigable in ancient times.
2. Nydam, about three-quarters of a mile from the
Alsund, on what was certainly an arm of the sea.
3. Vi, one and a half miles from a brook which flows
into the frith of Odinso.
4. Krageb.ul, near Flemlose, four miles from the'
Little Belt. These, and all the other mosses which
have been found to contain deposits of weapons, etc., of
the early iron age, lie along the east coast of N. and
S. Jutland, around the coast of Fyen, and in the isle of
Bornholm.
In the Thorsbjerg moss were found:—
1
I would compare, for instance, masculines in. -ia to Old Sclav, in y
(pronounced s&ye). Thus gastia=.Go&. gasts, O. Scl. gosty. In these
inscriptions these masculines seem to form their dative in -a, the O. Scl.
in 4. We have a feminine ace. plur. in -aa, -oa. "What the nom. sing, was
we do not know, but its O.E. correspondent ended in a consonant, run;
feminines of this class in O. Scl. end in ~ya in nom. sing, and nom. ace.
plur.
The neuter nom. Jilaiwa, ace. Jiorna and staina represent G-oth. and
O.E., neuters ending in a consonant. Neuters of this class in O. Scl.
end in -o, uom. ncc. sing., and -a, nom, ace. plur.
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A shirt, two pairs of trousers with stockings, two cloaks,
and several fragments of woollen cloth.
A pair of sandals of leather.
Two circular and about sixty bowed brooches; the latter
devised apparently from Eoman forms.
Many buttons and beads.
Two spiral finger rings, several gold rings linked in 2 and
3, one gold armlet cut into pieces, and many fragments of
gold ornaments.
A bronze, and some silver, pendants, shaped like buckets.
A circular pendant of gold, and a drop ornament, (of a type
frequently found in Mecklenburg).
Tweezers of bronze or silver, and earpicks, on rings.
Thirty-seven silver denarii, ranging from Nero to Septimius
Severus.
A die of amber, with rounded edges.
Some touchstones.
A bronze Roman helmet and a serpent, probably a crest.
A silver mask and crown, certainly Barbaric.
A thick bronze plate, plated with silver and gold, probably
the front of a helmet of Barbaric work.
About six coats of ring mail, folded up,
Four pairs of buckles, apparently belonging to the last.
Two breastplates of Eomanized work, with Barbaric additions and repairs.
Many hundred boards of shields, in bundles, (sometimes
transfixed by javelins), and fragments of bronze or silver rims.
Six bosses of bronze, Roman type, whereof one inscribed.
Six bosses of iron, Barbaric, with openings in the top for the
reception of a metal spike; one inscribed with runes, (noticed
above); on another ornaments, representing animals, cut out
of gold plate and soldered on, (somewhat like the Brighthampton sword sheath).
A boss of wood, and another of wicker-work.
A few fragments of iron blades, (iron mostly decomposed).
Several hilts of swords with spherical pommels and hemispherical guards.
One hilt of the Kentish type, and parts of another marked
with a fylfot, and the rune otliil, (see PI. 20).
Two sheaths, (one cut in two), which had contained Roman
or Romanized swords.
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Many others with, elegant fittings and chapes, one bearing
Eunie inscriptions, (noticed above).
Shafts of spears, handles of awls.
Three bowa and bundles of arrows.
Several whetstones.
A complete headstall for a horse, and fragments of others.
A bit, several bridles, a driving rein, three pairs of snafflerings, several nose-pieces and studs for harness, about two
hundred fringe-like- ornaments for edges of straps, and a spur.
A wheel, and other remains of waggons.
Several clubs, tethering poles, and stretchers of wood.
Cooking and other vessels of clay and wood.
Knives and spoons.
Harrows and rakes of wood. .

The Nydam moss deposit, besides that it presented
remarkable features of contrast with that at Thorsbjerg,
was especially valuable on account of the excellent
preservation of the iron implements, of which scarcely
any remains were found at Thorsbjerg. It contained,—
Three boats, (of which one was cut to pieces), a rudder, oars,
poles, baling-scoop, and other furniture.
Nine brooches, of a larger and heavier class than those at
Thorsbjerg.
Two silver clasps, one set with blue glass.
Buttons and beads, of agate, glass, or porcelain.
Little bronze and silver buckets, and a basket, (pendent
ornaments).
Combs of bone.
Tweezers and earpicks on rings, in one instance accompanied
by a little two-barrelled silver box.
Thirty-four denarii, ranging from Vitellius to Macrinus.
Doubtful fragments of helmets.
More than sixty bosses of iron, one overlaid with a plate of
silver and then a plate of gold, and a few of bronze.
Bundles of shield boards.
More than a hundred swords, 30 to 40 inches long, of which
ninety were richly damascened, and some stamped with
makers' names, COOILLVS, EICVS, EICOIM (anu), VMOECD.
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Hilts, most frequently of the Kentish type.
Chapes of scabbards, some like those at Thorsbjerg, others
of the same character as our own cemeteries have produced.
Belts and shoulder-straps, with metal fittings.
Nearly six hundred complete spears, averaging 9 feet in
length, of different types, broad and narrow, and some of the
angon form.
Forty bows, (fifteen in one bundle), one hundred and seventy
arrows in bundles, whereof many marked with runes, a quiver
of wood, and another of bronze.1
Whetstones.
A few remains of a head-stall, six iron, bits with snaffles,
whereof three were in the mouths of horses, several fringe
ornaments, and iron spikes (probably of spurs).
Many broken household vessels of clay and wood, urns sunk
by means of stones, some lathe-turned, others hand-made, of
types resembling those from Stade.
"Wooden boxes.
Knives and spoons.
Axes and adzes, clubs, and scythe blade.
Part of a net.
Skulls and other bones of horses, and a skull with other
bones of a small ox.

The Vi moss deposit contained,—
A canoe, 10 feet long, hollowed out of oak.
An eagle's head, crest of a helmet, (Eoman).
Portions of two coats of mail.
Brooches like those at Thorsbjerg, and a finger ring.
Buttons and beads of glass, amber, and porcelain.
Pierced touchstones, pieces of amber, a key, and scales.
Fifty bone combs, whereof one has a Bunic inscription,
(noticed above).
Fragments of draught-boards, and a hundred draughtmen of
bone and amber.
1

Quivers have not been often noticed in. our English graves. Mr.
Engelkardt has pointed out one or two from the Little WilbrSham
cemetery, in Mr. Neville's ' Saxon Obsequies,' and I take this opportunity
of calling attention to another (apparently of Christian times), found at
Strood, and figured in the 'Collectanea Antiqua,' vol. ii. pi. xxxvi.
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Six dice, cubical or oblong-quadrangular.
A coin of Faustina Junior.
Many boards of shields, with handles of wood covered with
iron, and rims of bronze, iron, or silver.
A boss of bronze, a hundred of iron, four of wood; some of
types quite new.
Thirty iron swords, whereof two damascened, and one
stamped with the maker's name, TASVIT.
Fragments of ivory sword handles like those at Thorsbjerg.
Some complete scabbards, about two hundred mountings,
on one of which a Runic inscription, and one hundred and fifty
chapes, like those at Thorsbjerg, most in bronze, fifteen in
ivory, a few in bone.
Two belts, and fifty large belt buttons.
Fifteen hundred iron spearheads, on many whereof ornaments of silver and gold, with shafts, (average length 10 feet
4 inches).
Several bows and arrows, (whereof one, formed of bone, has
mysterious maiics like the Miincheberg spear, PL 13), and a
quiver.
Whetstones.
Bridle, bits, and pendants, as at Thorsbjerg.
A wooden trough, vessels of burnt clay and wood, the latter
elaborately turned, with zoomorphic handles.
A wooden spoon with magnificent handle.
A hundred iron knives with handles of wood or bone.
Handles of awls.
Forty iron axes, and handles of celts, different from those
at Nydam.
Files, hammers, planes, one with Runic inscriptions, (noticed
above), gimlets, tongs, chisels, of iron, with wooden handles. .
A small iron anvil.
Moulds for buttons.
Two chopping-blocks of oak.
Many bones of animals, especially horses.

The Kragehul moss has yielded, besides objects
similar to the above, part of a knife handle, inscribed on
each side with Runes,
TJMA BEBA and
AAU, a
lid of a box with a long inscription, and an eel-like
amulet like that noticed above. The two last are unfortunately lost.
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Now these moss deposits present several remarkable
characteristics.
1. The presence of Roman coins. Mr. Engelhardt
observes that, allowing time for the transport of these
coins from, southern countries, the deposits at Thorsbjerg and Nydam cannot have been made earlier than
the middle of the third century of our era. Mr..
Worsaae thinks that they may have been made about
A.D. 300; but he has noticed the fact, that Roman coins
of the West have scarcely ever been found in Scandinavia of later date than A.D. 2] 9; and he connects it
with another, viz. that the Romans began to abandon
their German and Pannonian provinces about A.D. 230;
whence he infers that the northward flow of Roman
coins ceased about that time. So far, therefore, as the
evidence of the coins is concerned, these deposits may
have been made even later than A.D. 300.
2. In none of the mosses have any objects been found
distinctly connected with female dress, or female occupations, except the beads and a few pendants, and a
plane bearing a female name. Almost every thing
belonged to men and warriors.
3. Although human bones have been found occasionally in these deposits, they have never been found
under such circumstances as that they could be regarded as having formed part of the deposits.
4. It is evident that these objects belonged to different races; and that the race of which most relics
were found at Thorsbjerg and Vi, was in a minority at
Nydam.
5. It is evident, from the state of the horses' bones
at Nydam, that they had been exposed to a shower of
arrows. The shoulder bone of one was pierced by a
quadrangular, and one of the ribs by a triangular, iron
point, which were still in the wounds when they were
taken out of the moss. One skull had ten sword cuts,
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and another six, which must have been inflicted as they
lay on the ground. They had also been exposed to the
ravening of wolves or dogs, but not for a long time,
before they were submerged.
6. Every thing had been purposely sunk in the
water, and in a certain method and order. Piles of
shieldboards were found lying one above another,
sometimes pierced through by javelins to keep them
together; bundles of bows and arrows; objects of gold
all together; spear-heads and other weapons wrapped
up in coats of mail. Most of the objects too had been
purposely rendered useless before they were sunk. One
of the boats had been cut to pieces, another sunk by
holes cut in its planks, under •watermark. Bosses of
shields, besides that they had been pierced by spears
and arrows, were bent and crumpled. Swords and
spears were bent and twisted, a scabbard cut in two, the
fittings of others, and plates of belts and straps torn off,
and bridles of solid metal rings cut and otherwise
injured.
How are all these facts to be accounted for ?
I once entertained an erroneous opinion on this subject.
I thought that each of these deposits was evidence of a
system of water-burial, of which that of Alaric was an
example. Difficulties, however, suggested themselves,
one after another, insuperable in their accumulated
force. The horses could not have been slain to accompany their master. They had been engaged and
wounded in battle, they had been treated with gratuitous
violence as they lay on the field, and left for some time
to the beasts of prey. Setting aside the weapons and
ornaments of Eoman work, (which might have been
stolen and used by Barbarians,) there seemed to be two
distinct classes, at least, of weapons, of which one prevailed at Thorsbjerg, the other at Nydam; and I could
not regard the rune-bearing boss at Thorsbjerg as having
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belonged to the same people as the rune-bearing chape ;
it seemed evident that two races had been present.
The facts, that out of the whole mass of shield-boards
at Thorsbjerg, only three could be completed; and that
almost every thing had been wantonly destroyed, were
other difficulties. It was then with great delight that I
hailed the discovery, by M. Beauvois, of the following
passage from Orosius, relating the sequel of the victory
gained by the Cimbri over the Romans at Orange,
B.C. 111.
"Hostes, binis castris atque ingenti prseda potiti, nov&
quadam et insolita exsecratione cimcta quse ceperant pessmndederimt. Vestis discissa et projecta est; aurum argentumque
in flumen abjectum, lorica virornm concisa, phalersa equorum
disperditaa; equi ipsi gurgitibus immersi; homines laqueis
collo inditis ex arboribns suspensi suntj ita ut nih.il prsedes
victor, nihil misericordiee viotus agnosceret." (Orosius, v. 16.)

Every thing is here accounted for. The inhabitants
of the Cimbrica Chersonesus, in the fourth century of
our era, did the very same thing as the Cimbri four
centuries earlier. The deposits in the mosses, formerly
lakes, of the east of Jutland, Fyen, Sealand, and Bornholm, are the spoils of victories gained over invaders
who came, either overland through Holstein, or by sea
from the southern coasts of the Baltic, devoted, like the
spoils of the Komans at Orange, to anathema of oblivion.
It is clear that these invasions of Jutland and the Isles
were repeated and persevering, (so many are the moss
deposits), like the invasions of England by the Vikings
of a later age; and it is certain that these invasions,
repelled for a time, were eventually successful, and that
the invaders established themselves in Norway and
Sweden, where we have seen that the evidences of their
presence, no longer as an invading, but as a settled,
race, are abundant. Furthermore, it is certain that one
of these invading races, either through commerce or
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war, had been in contact with Eoman civilization, and
that they spoke a Gothic dialect.
Now, who were the people who were invaders of
Scandinavia in the third century ending, and the fourth
commencing, and eventually conquerors'? I answer,
with the fullest conviction, they were the people of
Woden. These moss deposits, and the monuments I
have discussed above, have most completely established
the theory, which I have advanced on the authority of
the genealogical records of Goths, Longobards, and
Anglo-Saxons, that this great conqueror, the founder of
all the royal dynasties of the North, flourished in the
first half of the fourth century. The deposits bear witness to a series of invasions in progress about B.C. 300,
and the monuments show that these had been eventually crowned by conquest.
That Woden was a Goth is shown by his descent
from Geat, or Gawt, the ancestor of all the Gothic
kings; his era being determined by computation of the
degrees of descent from this, his ancestor, downwards
and from his descendants, the conquerors of Kent,
upwards to himself, and confirmed by a Longobard
tradition. The victories of Constantine over the Goths
in A.D. 323, and the Gothic conquest of Sarmatia between that date and A.D. 331, are facts which exactly
agree with the first part of his story; whilst the
abundance of Gothic monuments in Sweden and in
Norway, compared with the absence of any but movable relics of the Gothic civilization from Denmark,
remarkably illustrates the statement that Sweden and
Norway were the term of his victorious career, and therefore the lands in which his followers settled. It may
be that the many chieftains who abandoned their
dominions in consequence of the success of the Roman
arms, were Woden's precursors, the unsuccessful invaders of Denmark, of whose defeats the mosses of
Q
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Thorsbjerg, Nydam, etc., are monuments. To me it
seems very probable that the interments discovered at
Miincheberg were those of warriors, who died or were
slain during the course of these movements.

It is certain, then, that this futhorc was in use
amongst the Goths before their conversion to Christianity. The relics from Miincheberg, Thorsbjerg, and
Vi, are the earliest examples of it known as yet; the
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Petrossa ring, though of somewhat later date, its only
monument in its own land. The single-barred Haga,
is one of its characteristics, and this appears on one of
the early monuments found near Sandwich, and now in
the Canterbury Museum. To the vowels of this inscription I give the same value as in the above, and I
read it EAHABUL, a personal name of peculiar form,
but confirmed as to both its elements by two others,
both Kentish, Rahulf and Theabul, witnesses to early
charters. The inscriptions on the other are now illegible.
It is no less certain, though the monuments be few,
that other nations of the Teutonic race in continental
Europe had each their own futhorc. Written in the
very heart of Germany, most probably in the monastery
of Fulda, in Hesse, in the eighth or ninth.century, in a
dialect which may be considered Prankish, but with
many features of resemblance to the Old High German,
the fragment of Hildebrand's lay contains in its fiftythree lines forty-one recurrences of the rune Wen, (see
some of its varieties in PL l,j?.), five of the Latin uu
instead of it, and one of u, (which also is once used
for /); and the Weissenbrun hymn, in its twenty-one
short lines, four times expresses the syllable go, by the
first rune of the Dover inscription. The force of
these facts cannot be denied. These runes are relics
of a system which preceded the abecedarian!, in use
amongst the tribes who occupied Hesse and Franconia
in the eighth century.
Exactly parallel, -too, to the occasional occurrence of
runes in the legends on the pennies of the Mercian
OfTa and the stycas of Northumbrian kings, is their
occurrence on the Merovingian trientes. The rune I. 3
is frequent; I. 7 occurs on a coin of Barmione as the
initial of the moneyer's name, Gisobande; II. 8 in the
name Vidivadus; III. 1 in Bert, on a coin of Orleans
and the moneyer Eosolus writes his name sometimes
Q2
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with a Roman L, sometimes with the Runic III. 5, and
sometimes with a character of a form to be noticed in
the sequel.
There is also another very important fact bearing on
this subject, which must not be passed over. Gregory
of Tours says of Chilperic, King of the Franks of Soissons, A.D. 561 to 584, "he added also letters to our
letters, that is, » as the Greeks have it, ce, the, uui, of
which we have underwritten the forms,

and sent letters to all the cities of his kingdom that
boys should be thus taught, and that books written in
old times should be erased with pumice, and rewritten."
By "our letters" Gregory certainly means those of
the abecedarium, and the letters added thereto by Chilperic were as certainly intended to convey Teutonic
sounds, for which the abecedarium had no adequate
expression. Of these sounds the futhorc does supply
representatives, and we may be assured that Chilperic's
letters resembled their correspondents in the old futhorc
of his people, just as the characters which express the
sounds w and th, added to the abecedarium in England,
resemble the o]d runes wen and thorn.
The new characters are given with much variety in
different MSS., but we may believe that the Cambrai
MS., which is of the middle of the seventh century,
gives them (PI. 1, g/) most nearly as Gregory himself
wrote them ; and we may recognize in the first, as he
tells us, the Greek omega intended to supply the place
of the rune othil ; in the second we have II. 7 of the
futhorc, which had certainly an a sound ; the fourth is
intended for the rune wen; the third, expressing the
sound of thorn, is of a form difficult to be accounted for,
but perhaps a long down stroke on the left-hand has
been omitted, which would give nearly our English MS.
form.
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The fact which this passage reveals, that there existed at the time books written of old, is of great importance, for these books could not have been written in
Latin. If they had, there would have been no occasion
to erase the writing in them, and write them again with
the addition of characters which do not belong to the
Latin system. They must have been written in the
language of the Franks, and in Teutonic characters;
they were to be re-written in the same language, but in
Koman characters, and these additional signs were to
be employed for the expression of vocal sounds which
the abecedarium could not supply. Had books of the
period been preserved, doubtless we should have had
examples in abundance of what we observe in our own
MSS. and in the alphabet of Wulfila, some Theodisc characters occurring amongst Latin or Greek letters; but
Chilperic's work was an unavailing attempt to arrest
the progress of the Latin literature,—a surrender of the
old system of writing, for the sake of preserving the
purity of the language. The first part of his instructions, which related to the erasure of the old writing,
may well have been complied with; but perhaps there
was not sufficient interest felt to secure the transcription of the books generally into Latin characters, and
so Latin literature advanced, and in the end prevailed,
to the utter extinction of the primitive Prankish tongue.
The old books of the Franks are lost for ever; their
only memorial is in this passage of Gregory of Tours.
The only relics of the futhorc in Franldsh literature are
those we have noticed in Hildebrand's lay and the
Weissenbrunn hymn. Yet these precious monuments
would of themselves have been sufficient to prove that
the Franks had a futhorc before they adopted the
abecedarium.
We have, indeed, a contemporary notice of the Runic
as a recognized system of writing, in the works of Ve-
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nantius Fortunatus, in the beginning of the seventh
century. It is certainly of some Teutonic race he
speaks whenever he uses the v?ord'barbarus, for it is
always in concord with Teutonic words, such as leudus,
a " song," harpa, a " harp," or when Germany is his subject. Writing, then, to his friend Flavus, complaining
of his neglect, he playfully suggests a variety of expedients to take away all excuse for his not writing. If
it were distasteful to him to write in Latin, he might
choose the Hebrew letters, the Achsemenian signs,1 the
Greek language, or the Barbaric rune; and if paper were
scarce, beech-bark might supply for it, or ashen tablets
might be used for the rune. It is clear that the Barbaric (i.e. Theodisc) rune was as much a recognized
system of writing as the Latin, the Hebrew, or the Persian cuneiform, at the close of the sixth century; and
we are now in a position to assert that each family of
1

An tibi charta parum peregrina merce rotatur P
Won amor extorquet, quod neque tempus habet P
Scribere quo possis discingat fascia fagum,
Corfcice dicta legi fit mihi dulee tui.
AIL tua Romuleum fastidit lingua susurrum ?
QUEBSO vel Hebraicis reddito verba nofcis.
Doctus Achsemeniis queevis prssscribito signis;
Aut magis Argolico pange canora sopho.
Barbara fraxineis pingatur rhuna tabellis,.
Quodque papyrus agit virgula plana valet.—vi. 18.

The most important thing in this passage is the notice of the " Achosmenia signa," or Persian cuneiform characters. The oldest records in
these characters are of the reign of Darius, the son of Hystaspes, of the
race of Achsemenes, (for the single line on the tomb of Cyrus, at Murghaub, may well have been written after his death), and a passage in the
twenty-first of the letters of Themistocles, (quoted by M. Lenormant, in
the 'Kevue Arche'ologique' for April, 1867), speaks of them as lately invented by Darius for the Persians, and distinguishes them, from "the
Assyrian, the old characters." Their latest appearance is in the inscriptions of Artaxerxes Mnemon 5 but this allusion to them, by Venantius,
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the Teutonic race was in possession of its own futhorc,
and that these futhorcs differed each from the other
in the forms of some of their runes, as does the Gothic
from the English, yet presented so strong a resemblance,
as to establish the certainty that they were derived from
a common original, in times of very remote antiquity.
For this we have the authority of monuments, —few, indeed, but sufficient for our purpose, — discovered from
time to time, in different parts of Germany, during the
last thirty years.
On the reverse of a brooch found at Osthofen, in
Rheinhessen, and now in the Mainz Museum, is an
inscription, which I will not attempt to transliterate,
until I have called my readers' attention to two inscriptions of the sixth century, one of them at Ebersheim,
near Mainz, the other at Mainz : —

A N p v
T T HV

. 11 N M
yv iv ix I T

1 N PAiC I A
XII

LINDIS IflLIA VELANDU ET THVDELINDI QVI VISIT IN
PAKE ANS XII.
shows that they were a recognized system of writing a thousand years
later still. Doubtless they continued in use down to the tune of the
Mahometan conquest of Persia, and the extinction of the royal line of
Artaxerxes in the person of Hormisdas II., A.D. 632; and were then
superseded by the Arabic letters. Of the Assyrian cuneiform there is one
record, of a private character, of the reign of Demetrius, B.C. 162 to 150.
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-HNHVNCTITOiO
ITAV
<\V If
V j X IT IN P A C E
A N NVJ» 1 1 1 +

hi ic i T E R

IN HVNC TITOLO EEQVIISCIT AVDOLENDIS QVI + YIXIT
IN PACE ANNVS III + FILICITEK.

In these inscriptions, (as in England, on the Alnmouth
cross and Alhstan's and 2Ethred's rings), we recognize
the lingering love of the converted Teutons for the old
runes of their fathers. We observe the rune II. 4, (iar,
the O.S. equivalent of the O.E. gear, justifies the
value i here), in the name Lindis; the Runic N, (of
a form which we shall have occasion to notice in the
so-called Marcomannic alphabet), in the word ans, (for
annos); a Runic •$ injiliciter ; a Runic H in Thudelindi;
a Runic Q, like that in a S. Gallen alphabet ; and the
runes thorn (or dorn) and lagu, each several times.
The last has a peculiar form, which we observe in three
other inscriptions, at Besanc.on (undated), S. Julien en
Quint (A.D. 537), and Guillerand (A.D. 600), and on a
buckle supposed to have been found in the neighbourhood of Macon, to which I would wish particularly to
call my readers' attention, on account of the illustration
it affords of the legend on one of the coins found some
years ago in the churchyard of S. Martin, Canterbury.
The legend on the buckle is—

E TAX
A&EAC

V

DANYEL PKOEETA X ABBACV PROFETA X ;
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that on the coin—

LYVPAEDVS EPS;

and I think no one will dispute the correction Lyudardus,
which will enable us to assign it to Liudhard, the chaplain of Queen Bertha, who celebrated the holy mysteries
in the venerable church of S. Martin, before the coming
of S. Augustine.
I have no doubt but that this coin belongs to
Liudhard, the chaplain of Queen Bertha, who celebrated the holy mysteries in the venerable church of
S. Martin (in the cemetery of which it was found), before
the coming of S. Augustine. The substitution of P for
D is so common on the Merovingian coinage that I
should have no hesitation in reading Lyudardus on this
precious monument of early Kentish history, were it
not that this bishop is called Liqphardus in Florus's additions to Ven. Bse'da's ' Martyrologia.' This reading is
supported by the legend of the coin if taken Lyupardus;
and the coin is in other respects weir executed, much
better than the contemporary money of France. The P
is exactly the same as in EPiscopuS, and the undoubted
D in the name correctly formed.
The inscription on the Osthofen brooch, which it is
impossible to read by the aid of our own futhorc only,
gives genuine Teutonic names when we apply to its third
and thirteenth runes the value which these inscriptions
furnish. The tenth is the rune which I have supposed
the equivalent of our eesc, in the Gothic futhorc, and the
twenty-first is the Q or K of the S. Gallen alphabet.
GOLEAT K7» (or FUD) ADILDAH OH MIK. (PL

14.)

Fufh, or fiid, is the preterite of fithan orfidan, (both
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forms occur in the Munich MS. of the Heliand), an
ancient form of fin&an, to "find," "invent," "devise."
The personal names, Golo, inscribed upon the altar at
Minerve, in the department of Herault, and Gololaico,
on a triens of the Poictiers mint, supply instances of the
first element in the name Golrat ; and rat, adil (or atil),
and ddh (or tali) correspond, of course, to our reed., tethel,
and da>g (d&i, dceig, dah), elements of frequent occurrence
in other names.
" Golrat devised. Adildah owns me."
This inscription must be considered a monument of
the futhorc of the Francs.
Another inscription, found in 1660, at S. Acheul, near
Amiens, presenting a similar mixture of runes and Latin
letters, now claims our attention.

EVDEMNYK

mc.REWiscn:
IN.P/Cf.V|XIT
ANSIVKK.DE*

+LEVDELINVS HIO REQVISCIT IN PACE VISIT ANNVS L
DEFVOTVS EST VBI MCIT GENAEJVS DIES XV.

This epitaph is remarkable for the uniform occurrence of the corresponding runes for the Latin letters
L, j, and s.
On the other side of the stone is a second epitaph, in
which the Latin letters are used throughout : we may
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reasonably conclude it throughout to be the later in
date of the two.

C1T.FN
V I X IT
XXX.DEFl'NC
TKESTl/BlflD
XXIII
-j-VALDOLINA HIO BBQVIISCIT IN PACE VISIT ANNVS XXX
DEFUNCTA EST VBI FICIT IVLIVS DIES XXIII.

I have now to notice a scramasax, or single-edged
sword, 285- inches long, found in the Thames in 1857.
On one side of the blade is a row of runes and ornaments inlaid in plaited gold and silver wire. The
former are very carelessly formed, and, judged by the
criterion of our other authorities, the order of the
futhorc, after the nineteenth rune, is incorrect. We
have ing, dceg, lagw, man, oetliel, instead of man, lagu, ing,
cethel, dag. In the form of the runes there are important differences: gear, as on the Ebersheim tombstone, has nearly that of its Norse correspondent ar; dh
is inverted; sigel, of the form which occurs in MS.
Cotton Galba A. 2, and on the St. Acheul tombstone,
seems to have been forgotten at first, and afterwards
inserted ; cethel has the form which appears as a secondary type in the MS. just referred to ; dtsg and yr are
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curious varieties, but it may be doubted whether
the peculiarity of the former may not be the
result of carelessness. The futhorc is followed
by the name BEAGNOB, of which the reading
cannot be doubted, althoughthe rune gear is carelessly substituted for notJi.

This weapon is an interesting companion to
the Miincheberg spear.
As it was found in this country, it is most
natural to suppose that it is of English origin,
but I cannot feel satisfied as to this. It is a
weapon which does not seem to have been in
use amongst our forefathers, and which, as far
as I know, has never been found in the cemeteries of our own land. Indeed, I know of no
others, but the four, formerly in Mr. C. Roach
Smith's collection, found, like this, in the bed or
on the banks of the Thames. On the Continent
it is known to have been a weapon of the Franks;
and by them, perhaps, these five specimens may
have been brought to England, and lost in the
Thames. If so, I would read, the name Baugn anth,
for our ea is au in names of Franks, and our 0,
an; so it is probable that our rune ear had the
sound au, and our o's a nasal sound with them.
A brooch of silver, partly gilt, bearing runes,
was found by M. Baudot, of Charnay, in Burgundy, in one of the graves of a cemetery on
his own estate, a cemetery which he regards as
the burial place of the slain in a battle, fought
in the neighbourhood by the Franks under
Clovis, and the Burgundians under Gondebald.
Yet, when the number and variety of the weapons
and ornaments disinterred from the graves is con-
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sidered, I think it will seem more probable, that they
whose remains rested there were buried in peace, with all
funeral honours, from time to time, during succeeding generations, as we have reason to believe was the case in the
cemeteries of Kent. In his view this brooch might be
Frank or Burgundian, in mine it can only be the latter.
One feature in this brooch seems to me to vindicate its
Burgundian origin. My attention has been drawn of
late to what I cannot but regard as tribe badges on two
distinct classes of brooches, one belonging to Kent, the
other to Gloucestershire especially. Of the former, I
may cite as examples eight in the collection of Mr. Gibbs,
of Faversham, (one of these is figured in Arch. Cant. Vol.
I. p. 49), two from the Sarre cemetery (Ibid. Vol. V. p.
814, PL I.), one from Postling, and two from Gilton
(Invent. Sepulchr. pi. II. 4; III. 4 and 6), and one from
Rochester (' Collectanea Antigua,' vol. iii. pi. xxxix.
1). On all these we have the letters SU, most distinctly
on the Faversham, Sarre, and Postling examples, less so
on the rest; and these letters, I think, can be nothingelse than the initials of S^joaf, the national name of
the Jutings or Jutes. Of the latter, I will refer to examples found by Mr. Wylie, at Fairford ('Fairford
Graves,' plates iii. 4, 5, and v. 3; and ' Pagan Saxondom,' pi. xix. 1, 2, 4), and to a pair found at Ashenden, in Buckinghamshire ('Pagan Saxondom,' pi.
xxxviii. fig. 2). On these we have either the full moon
(mono,, mano) or its outline, the letter pi). This letter,
on the coins of the Mercian kings, is certainly the initial.
of the national name, and on those of Queen Cynethryth it is so treated as inevitably to remind one of the
symbol from which it is derived; and I can but regard
it as having the same signification on these brooches,
all from the old Mercian kingdom, and on two others
('Pagan Saxondom,' pi. xxxiv. 2, 3) from Wiltshire,
a county adjacent thereto. Now, on the face of the
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Charnay brooch (pi. 14) we observe several repetitions of the rune wen, and this, I think, can be nothing
else than the initial of the national name of the great
Vandal race, of which the Burgundians formed a part.
Allied as they were to the Goths, it is not surprising to
find in the futhorc, on the reverse of this brooch, a
greater resemblance to that of the Goths, as presented
to us on the Wadstena bracteate, than to that of the
Angles; its fourth, sixth, and twelfth runes, and probably the sixteenth also, (for though it occurs in the
place of sigel I think it must be mg\ connecting it with
the former, its ninth with the latter. Unfortunately it
gives us only twenty runes, of which the last, which
must have been man., is partly effaced. The side inscriptions supply two runes, dag and cetliil (or othil), of
which the value cannot be doubted, and three others,
of which the value can only be conjectured; and dots
(4, 3, and 5), evidently marking divisions of words.
They are,—
DA

1'• -IAL° :- ^!I^.NDAI •!• ID.

I think the first and third of the uncertain characters
must be a variation of N ; it is certainly a consonant, for
it comes after two vowels and before another. The
second, certainly a consonant, I take to be L, as on the
S. Acheul stone. I do not think the sixth can be s; it
precedes two consonants, and therefore should be a
vowel. The fourth is given as a form of yr in a MS.,
C. 27, at St. John's, Oxford. The fifth may be a form
of cede or gur. I venture to read the whole—
YKANBAI IDDAN LIANO.

In this the re is but one word which bears any resemblance to a personal name, and that is Llano or Licme,
found in composition in such names as Leonard, etc.
Here, whether cstliel have the o or the e sound it must

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIII.

PI. 14

OSTHOFEN BROOCH.

(St. p. 585).

CHARNAY BROOCH. (St. p. 587).
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be in the dative. Ycanthai, or ycandai, reminds one of
the Gothic plural subjunctive passive, -andau, and is
evidently related to the verb yean, to " increase." Iddan,
then, will be the plural of a weak noun, and may be
connected with the O.E. ed, "joy," or with etlio, "a
flock," (=feoh, "cattle, money").
"May joys" (or "wealth") "be increased to Lian."
The groups of three and two letters on the lower part of
the brooch are evidently disconnected from the foregoing.
This explanation of a legend in characters partly of
unknown value, and in a dialect altogether unknown,
is offered with the greatest diffidence.
In the year 1843, in the course of the construction of
the railway from Augsburg to Nurnberg, near Nordendorf, about sixteen miles north of Augsburg and nine
from Donauworth, an ancient cemetery was discovered,
and this was thoroughly explored in that and the following summer, through the zeal and perseverance of
the engineer, Herr Clemens Feigele. The graves, 3 to 7
feet deep, 5 to 6^ long, 2 to 3 wide, and 2 to 6 apart,
were arranged in twenty rows from north to south, and
contained the bodies of 151 men, 4 horses, 186 women,
and 27 children, all lying with their feet to the east,
save one man, who lay in the opposite direction. The
results of the first year's digging were published by Dr.
von Raiser under the title' Fundgeschichte einer uralten
Grabstatte bei Nordendorf;' but the method of which
Bryan Faussett first set the example, (now everywhere
followed), of registering separately the contents of each
grave, was not adopted by the zealous director of the
researches of that year; unfortunately, because there are
three articles there found of which it would have been
desirable to have had the assurance whether they were
found in the graves of men or of women, The operations of the second year were recorded by the same
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author in ' Fortgesetzte Fundgeschichte,' etc., and in
this we have a careful catalogue of the contents of 170
graves, two plates of the relics discovered in 1843, more
carefully drawn than in the former publication, and an
additional plate of those of 1844. I shall take the
liberty of making copious extracts from Dr. von Kaiser's
records, as they are little known in this country, for the
sake of comparing the Norclendorf relics with the contents of our cemeteries, those of Kent in particular, and
thereby establishing the certainty that they belong to a
Teutonic, not to a Celtic race, as the learned author,
(with whom I am sorry to see that my good friend Professor Stephens agrees), labours to prove.
The graves of 151 men contained—
Thirteen iron shield bosses, mostly hemispherical, some with
a central projection ending in a button.
3?orty-six long two-edged swords, varying from 33 to 38
inches long, and from 2 to 2£ broad. The hilts were about .5
inches long, with pommels, (where they were preserved), similar
in form to some of those found in Kentish graves. Occasionally
remains of scabbards of wood or leather appeared.
Twenty-one single-edged swords, from 17 to 27 inches long,
] \ to 2 \ broad. Occasionally instances occurred of both kinds
of sword in the same grave.
Thirty-eight spears and lances, all of forms familiar to us;
but none of the sockets in Dr. von Raiser's plate are split like
ours.
Many iron arrow-heads, a few of which are barbed.
Mfty (or thereabout) knives, great and small, one with a
sheath.
Many buckles, of types like our own, and rings, and tongueshaped girdle ends.
A bow-shaped (Eoman) fibula, and an earring of thick silver
wire.
Three spurs, each found singly, with very short spike.
An instrument formed of a flint, sharp at each end, fixed in
an. iron handle, (resembling a little double axe), supposed to be
a lancet.
Many pieces of flint, and four supposed steels.
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Two tweezers.
A cowry shell, a knop of terra cotta pierced through.
A few Roman, coins.
An urn.
Two long bronze triple chains. These have so much the
character of girdle pendants, with a certain resemblance to
those found by Bryan Faussett in graves of women at Grilton,
Kingston, Sibertswold, and Bekesbourne, that it would have
been desirable to have had assurance that they were really
found in the graves of men. They belong to the discoveries of
1843.
Four skeletons of horses were found in 1844, with remains of
bridles, but neither of shoes nor saddles, in separate graves by
the side of their masters' graves.

The graves of 185 women contained—
Beads of every variety,—clay plain or enamelled, glass, feldspar, amethyst, and amber.
Pendants of gold, circular, heart-shaped, bell-shaped, adorned
with filigree or gems.
Orie large and one smaller circular brooch of gold, and several
of silver of various sizes, circular or foiled, inlaid with red or
purple glass.
About a dozen brooches of the tan form, of iron or bronze or
silver, with gold or silver ornamentation.
Eight brooches of the S form.
A brooch in the shape of a parrot, with eyes of red glass.
A circular brooch of bronze; the design, eight rays with
three pellets between each.
A gilt brooch, 1 inch diameter, of quatrefoil design, with
jewels in the centre and angles.
Twenty-one hair-pins of bronze, one of silver.
Five arm-rings of bronze.
Several rings of silver wire with sliding knots.
A bronze seal ring, much too large for a woman to have
worn, with device of an armed warrior, (Eoman).
An earring, ending in a serpent's head.
Twelve pierced metal wheels, of different devices, with which
were usually found remains of ivory rims.
Many buckles, rings, girdle ornaments, and tongue-shaped
tags.

VOL, vnr.
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Five balls; whereof three of feldspar, one of crystal, and one
of topaz.
Two little bronze shovels, (so called by Dr. von Eaiser; but
they are of the same kind as those figured in Invent. Sep.,
pi. xii.j under Nos. 6 and 7).
An imperfect magic shell, and a supposed talisman made out
of the crown of a stag's horn.
Seven Venus-mussel shells in different graves.
A needle.
Fragments of styles, of brass.
Shears, of bronze ornamented, and of iron.
Six combs and fragments of others. Two of these, with
double rows of teeth, have a guard turning on a pivot on each
side.
Many knife blades.
Two Roman keys.
Fifty-four urns, one marked with a device of shears, and this
in a grave with shears. These were in almost every instance
placed at the feet of skeletons.
Five food vessels, not particularly described.
An iron handle, and hoops of a wooden bucket.
Four culinary vessels with handles and spouts.

The diggings of 1843 are said to have uncovered the
remains of 66 men and 127 women; but, as no children's
graves of that year are mentioned, it is most probable
that they were confounded with those of women; and as
the children's graves of 1844 were one in six, I will suppose that the result of the diggings of 1843 were—
66 graves of men, 95 of women, 32 of children.
78
„
„
61 „ „ 27 „ „
were opened in 1844, so that the proportion, 14-4 men
to 156 women, would be not unlike what we observe in
our own cemeteries; and hence we may conclude that
the race, to whom this cemetery belonged, were as much
a settled people as those who lived about Sarre and
Gilton in the sixth and seventh centuries. Of the
corpses disinterred in 1844, Dr. von Raiser observes, that
16 men were well-armed, and of these 4 provided with
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horses, 19 meanly furnished, and 43 without weapon or
ornament; 10 women were richly adorned, 14 less so,
36 had scarcely anything, and 1 nothing; 7 children
had rich necklaces and playthings, 17 paltry ornaments,
and 3 nothing. An examination of Bryan Faussett's
and Mr, Brent's reports of their researches in the cemeteries of Kent gives very similar results,—evidence that
the state of society in Kent was very nearly the same as
in Swabia;' and if we select for comparison a few of the
richer Nordendorf graves, we shall observe a great
resemblance to those with which we are more familiar.
The graves of men presented little variety. The following are the most remarkable:—
1844.—10. A long two-edged sword of steeled iron,, a lance,
an umbo, and a bronze buckle. In a grave on his right-hand
lay the skeleton of a horse, with fragments of an iron bit.
1844.—84. A double-edged sword, a large dagger, an iron
buckle, a rough broken flint, an urn, (the only instance in the
grave of a man), and many fragments of iron, probably of harness. In a grave on his left-hand lay the skeleton of a horse
in an attitude of repose, with remains of a bit.
1844.—152. A large two-edged dagger, three arrow-heads,
many fragments of iron rings lying near the right hand. On
the pelvis of a smaller skeleton in this grave lay two beads of
mother-of-pearl, two bronze clasps, a large iron buckle, and a
small grey striped stone; by the side, two little knives and an
urn. Close to this grave was that of a horse, without any trace
of harness.

The graves of women were as interesting as any of
those in our cemeteries.
1843.—A. A grave 7£ feet deep', wherein the clay was hard
stamped down, exhaling a mephitic stench so strong that the
labourers were obliged to desist from time to time for the sake
of fresh air. It contained a circular brooch of gold, (If diam.),
inlaid with stones and coloured glass; four bell-shaped gold
pendants; a small circular brooch, (f diam.), of silver, inlaid
with red glass, near the knees; two larger, (If diam.), and two
smaller, (f diam.), similarly inlaid; two strings of beads; two
R 2
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tongue-shaped silver tags; two small and one large ring of
bronze, and fragments of buckles; a little buckle on tlie shin
bone; and a broken urn.
1843.—B. A grave presenting exactly the same characteristics as the last. A fine circular gold brooch, (2 in. diam.);
two S-shaped brooches of gilt brass; three bell-shaped pendants of pure gold; two strings of beads; a bronze arm-ring;
two bronze girdle rings, four ornamented metal plates for girdles, and three tongue-shaped bronze tags; a little knop of
dark-coloured glass; and a large urn.
1844.—14. A string of beautiful enamelled beads; a silver
brooch, inlaid with purple glass; the bronze seal-ring described
above; a bronze buckle; and a knife.
1844.—18. A string of beads of clay and glass; a bronze
earring ending in a snake's head; a colour-saucer of Samian
ware, and in it a little bronze shovel, (note remarks above);
a bronze hair-pin; and an urn.
1844.—109. A string of fine beads; two silver tau-shapcd
brooches, inlaid with red glass; a ball of feldspar, (2-^ diani.) ;
a bronze clasp.
1844.—116. A string of beautiful figured beads; three circular gold pendants, (|- diam.), and two smaller, with filigree
ornamentation; two silver brooches, (1£ diam.), inlaid with red
glass in compartments radiating from a central boss, with two
chains, (7 and 5 inches long),having little disks of silver, attached
at 2£ inch intervals, fastened to one of them ; a silver hair-pin,
beautifully figured; a ball of topaz, (If diam.), secured in a silver
setting; two knife blades; a pair of shears of iron; and two
silver tongue-shaped tags for sandal bands.
1844.—127. A string of fine enamelled beads; a silver brooch,
inlaid with red glass; two bronze knops; two bronze arm-rings,
which seemed to have been gilt; a wheel of bronze, with fragments of an ivory rim, on the left hip; two bronze tags; and
many iron fragments, chiefly of rings.
1844.—137. A string of two great and many small enamelled
beads; three gold pendants; two circular silver brooches, inlaid
with red glass; two silver, partly gilt, tau-shaped brooches,
5 inches long; a large and beautiful bronze hair-pin; a calcined
mussel-shell in a silver setting; a lai'ge dagger; and a knife.
1844.—163. A string of very beautiful beads; five small gold
pendants; a circular brooch of silver; two tau-shaped brooches
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of silver gilt; a dagger, 11| inches long, with haft of stag-horn,
in a sheath edged with metal; a bronze disk with broken ivory
rim, lying near the right foot; a bronze hair-pin, (lying, however, on the pelvis); a ball of feldspar; many large amethysts,
by the shin bones.
1844.—164. A string of fine beads; a silver brooch, inlaid
with purple glass; two brooches of silver gilt, S-shaped; a
bead of amber, (If diam.), between the feet; a broken ivory
rim, which possibly encircled it; an arm-ring, with knops like
a string of beads, of bronze gilt, on the left wrist; two silver
tags, and three small bronze rings, lying on the hips.
1844.—165. A string of enamelled beads; a brooch in the
form of a parrot, bronze gilt, with eyes of red glass; a silver
brooch, inlaid with red glass; a brooch of gilt bronze, with six
red stones; six gold pendants of peculiar form; a figured
bronze hair-pin; an ornamental wheel of bronze, with broken
ivory rim; two bronze and an iron buckle ; two bronze tags,
and a girdle ornament.

The following are the contents of two children's
graves:—
1843, near B. A little urn, a little knife, a mussel shell, a
ring, two ornamental plates, eight much worn Roman coins,
pierced for suspension, a plate of bronze, and a fragment of a
bronze buckle, all lying near the feet.

(This and the graves A and B are the only ones
described of the first year's researches.)
1844.—96 A ring and a tag of bronze; a little knife; a shellshaped plaything of clay; and nine Roman coins pierced for
suspension, whereof two only could be identified, (one of Septimius Severus, broken, and one of Valens in fine preservation).

From the fine preservation of the last-mentioned coin,
and of one of Valentinian I. found in another grave,
Dr. von Raiser concludes that this cemetery was in use
in the fourth century. In this he is probably right;
for though coins of the Constantines, and even earlier,
have occurred in our cemeteries they are usually much
worn. Other Eoman coins in inferior condition were
found in the Nordendorf grrtves; viz. 1 Consular, 2
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Divus Augustus, 1 Nerva, 3 Traianus, 2 Hadrianus, 1
Sabina, 1 Antoninus Pius, 1 Faustina, 1 Sept. Severus,
1 Constantinus, 1 Helena, 1 Urbs Roma, 1 Constantinus Junior, (well preserved), and 4 Constantius Junior.
From these details the reader will be satisfied that
we are dealing with the relics of a race akin to our
own. Closer examination shows that the arms of the
men, and the ornaments of the women, were much the
same as those of the Teutonic conquerors of Kent;
much more like theirs, in fact, than the arms and ornaments of the Franks. Of the shield bosses I have said
that some were hemispherical, a type, I believe, unknown in England; but the rest, as well as the swords,
were like those found in Kentish graves. Judging from
Dr. von Kaiser's plate, I cannot say the same for the
spears, which all seem to have closed sockets. This
may not be a matter of consequence, for I believe
that the Nordendorf cemetery is much earlier than any
of our own which have been thoroughly explored, and
the opening of the socket, which seems to have been
universal in England, may have been a fashion introduced subsequently to the " coming of the Angles;" but
I wish to notice every feature of contrast, as well as of
resemblance. There does not seem to have been one
angon, nor one axe; but of the scramasaxes, or singleedged swords, found so rarely in this country that we can
hardly regard them, when so found, as other than the
property of Frank or Frisian visitors, there were no less
than twenty-one, in two or three instances found in the
same grave as the long sword. The great number of
swords, forty-six in 362 graves, nearly one in eight, or
one to every three men, will be remarked, in contrast
with the rare occurrence of this weapon in every one of
our cemeteries except those at Sarre and Chessell, which
yielded nearly one in ten graves, or about one to every
five men. It cannot be supposed that the state of society
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was materially different in the communities which lived
around Sarre, Kingston and Gilton; yet how few were
the swords, five in 106 graves, two in 308, in the two last
cemeteries! For my part, I am inclined to think that
caprice, rather than custom, determined when a sword
should be laid by his side in the grave of its owner.
Spears and shields were arms which any smith could
make,'but swords and coats of mail required the skill
of accomplished armourers, were consequently far more
precious, and so were frequently bequests from father
to son, or from friend to friend. So, in Beowulf, Hiorogar is said to have given his helmet, byrnie and
sword, which should have passed to his son Heoroweard,
to his brother Hrothgar; these Hrothgar gave to Beowulf, and he to Hygelac.1 So also the byrnie which
Beowulf wore was Hreedla's legacy, and in the event of
his death was to be sent to Hygelac.3 So also the sword
1

1. 4310. He"fc th& in-beran
eofor-hedfod-segn
heatho-steapne helm
(here)- byrnaii
giith-sweord geatolic
gyd sefter wreec
Me this hilde-sceorp
Hrothgar sealde
cwa/th thset hyt heefde
Heorogar cyning
Ie6d Scyldiriga
lange hwile
no thy' ser suna sinum
ayllan wolde
liwatum Heorowearde
theah the him hold vrra're
breost-gewse'du.
Bruc ealles well.
1. 908. Onaend HigeMce
gif mec hild nime
beadu-scriida betst

SeowuJf—
" commanded them to bring in
tlie boar-head-sign,
the warlike towering helm,
byrnie,
the battle sword beautiful;
word after spake.
To me this war-gear •
Hrothgar gave,
said that it had
King Hiorogar,
the lord of the Scyldings,
a long while ;
not the sooner to his son
would he give it,
to the bold Heoroweard
though he to him was dear,
the breast-weeds.
Enjoy it all well."
(To Hrothgar) Beowulf says :-—
" Send to Higelae,
if the fight take me off,
the best of battle-shrouds
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of Eanmund came in succession to his uncle Onela, to
Weohstan, and to Weohstan's son Wiglaf.1 Amongst
the Vikings of a later time we have the remarkable
instance of the sword of Carlus, an heirloom in the
family of the Danish kings of Dublin for more than
150 years; and in the bequests of swords cited by Mr.
Akerman ('Pagan Saxondom,' p. 49), there is mention
of one which had come down from the time of King
Offa, (nearly 200 years). To say nothing of coats of
mail, (of which the rings would soon be consumed by
rust), if swords are rare generally in the cemeteries of
the Angles, Saxons, Jutes and Franks, I would account
for this by the theory, which equally accounts for the
fact of the still greater rarity of helmets, that they had
thcet mine breast wereth
hrsegla selest
thast is Hrssdlan laf
"Welandes geweorc.
1

1.521<t. gomel swyrd geteah
thast wses mid eldum
Eanmundes la?
suna Ohtheres
tham sot ssecce wearth
wrsece wineleasum
Weohstan bana
nieces eogum
and his magum Eet-bter
bran-fagne helm
hringde byrnan
eald sweord E<5tonisc
thtct him Onela forgea:
He frsetwe geheold
fela missera
bill and byrnan
othtliEefc liis byre mihte
eorlsoipe efnan
swa his'ser-fseder.
Geaf him tha mid Geatum
gutk-gewce'da
segliwfBS unrim.

tbat my breast defends,
of dresses most excellent
it is Hrsedla's legacy,
Weland's work."
Wiglaf—
" drew his old sword,
that was among men
legacy of Eanmund,
Ohthere's son;
of whom in fight was,
(of revenge to the friendless one),
Weohstan the slayer,
with edges of the sword;
and from his kinsman he bare away
the brown-stained helm,
the ringed byrnie,
the old Jutish sword,
that Onela had given him.
He held the gear
many half-years,
the sword and byrnie,
until that his son might
earlship win,
as his fore-father.
He gave him them among the Goths
of war-weeds
of every kind no end."
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passed by bequest to survivors; if occasionally they
occur frequently, as at Oberflacht, (where six coffins in
forty contained them, and one of these had three), Nordendorf, Sarre, and Chessell, I would imagine exceptional circumstances, special affection on the part of
heirs, or desire to pay unusual honour to the departed,
etc. I cannot think that the laws of Cnut, which the
late Mr. Kemble (see ' Horse Ferales,' p. 204) cited
in his letter to Mr. Akerman, with reference to this
subject, can be applied to the state of society five or six
centuries earlier than his time.
Dr. von Kaiser says that several arrow-heads were
found in the diggings of 1843; but in those of 1844
there were only a doubtful fragment, (the only relic),
in grave 57, and the three in grave 152. Of the forty
graves at Oberflacht, eight presented bows and arrows;
in one a bow only is recorded, in one a bow and one
arrow, in two the number of arrows is not specified,
but in the remaining four each bow was accompanied,
as in this Nordendorf grave, by three arrows. Jn our
graves the absence of arrow-heads is remarkable. The
hundreds of graves opened by Bryan Faussett yielded
but fifteen, each occurring singly; and in every instance
it seemed at least equally probable that the instrument
was the head of a small javelin. There was not one at
Sarre. But one remarkable grave on Chessell-down presented traces of a bow, about five feet long, and two dozen
arrow-heads near the right hip, besides a spear seven feet
long on the right side, a sword thirty-four inches long on
the left, a knife across the left hip, a shield-boss on the
knees, a bowl and a pail of bronze, and the silver rim
of a bucket. In this grave of a warrior completely
armed, in that of the Nordendorf horseman, and in two
of the Oberflacht graves, (where swords accompanied
the bows), we seem to have evidence that the use of
these weapons was not confined to those who fought
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on foot, the ordinary soldiers, the gdra-cyn or "spearfolk."
The rarity of shield-bosses in this cemetery,—only
thirteen, as compared with Sarre, thirty-three, andGilton,
twenty,—is remarkable; I can only refer to the fact,
that at Oberflacht not one example occurred, and, indeed, only one shield, (of a different class), where all
wooden objects were well preserved.
Turning now to the ladies' ornaments,—every variety
of the beads figured by Dr. von Eaiser has its counterpart in our cemeteries; so also have the circular gold
pendants, adorned with filigree (e. g. one from
Stodmarsh, Arch, xxxvi.), and the bell-shaped pendants
(Arch. Cant. III. PI. V. 1, 2, 3); but not so one or two
other types. The gold brooch from grave B (PI. 15
fig. 1) is exactly of the character of the finest class of
Kentish brooches, larger than the Gilton brooch (Invent.
Sep. pi. ii. 4.), smaller than the rest; the peculiar
pattern of its ornamentation may be compared with
those of the Kingston queen of brooches, the Gilton
brooch, one of the Faversham pendants, a sword pommel
found at Sarre, and other Kentish relics. The commonest type of the Nordendorf brooches, circular or
foiled, of silver, with glass inlaid in compartments
radiating from the centre, (PI. 15. fig. 3 to 6), has
occurred at Sarre, Faversham, Patricksbourne and
Chessell, as well as at Envermeu, (Norm. Souterr. pi.
xii. 2). Of the tau-shaped brooches, (PI. 16,17, 38),
there is one which may be compared with the example
found in a man's grave at Searby, in Lincolnshire,
(Coll. Ant. v. pi. xii. 1), and others from Folkestone,
Osingell, and Harrietsham, (Ibid. ii. pi. i. 3, iii. pi. vi.
2); another from grave 137 (PL 18, fig. 5), resembling
those from Gilton (Inv. Sep. pi. viii. 3), and Eichborough
(Pag. Saxon, pi. xxix. 4), both much worn; and some
which remind one of the Gilton specimen (Pag. Saxon.

PI. 15.

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIII.

BROOCHES AND PENDANTS.

Arc!. Cant. Vol. VJJI.

PI. 16.

NORDENDORF BROOCH.

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIII

Pi. 17.

(Stephens p. 57i).

H. 18.

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIII.

TAU-SHAPED BROOCHES.
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pi. xxix. 3), and of others from Faversham, Patricksbourne and Chessell. The S-shaped brooches, (PL 15,
fig. 13,14,15,16), have been found at Chessell, and Bowcombe, Wight. One of the bird-shaped brooches, (PL
15, fig. 17 and 18), is similar to those from the Patricksbourne and Chessell cemeteries; the other of a
very different type. The pierced wheel-like objects, (PL
19, fig. 1 to 10), which once had ivory rims, but of the
precise use of which there seems to be no indication, are
very curious. An example from Lullingstone is figured
in this work (Vol. III. p. 45, PL I), which may be compared especially with fig. 4; and there is another in the
Faversham collection; but what is even more worthy of
remark, is that the character of the ornament is observable on other objects, particularly in the circles surrounding the small bosses on the beautiful Sarre brooch1.
Evidently the people of Swabia and of Kent had art
traditions in common.
The Teutonic conquerors of Swabia, (then Rhsetia
Prima), were, of course, mainly Sweves or Juthings. In
A.D. 357 and 358 we hear of them invading this province and repelled by Constantius II., and twenty-six
years later they were again driven out by the Ostrogoth,
Alan, and Hun stipendiaries of Gratian and Theodosius.
Thenceforward there is no notice of any successes gained
over them until A.D. 430, when they suffered a defeat at
the hands of Aetius. Their final occupation of this
province, which eventually received, and still retains,
their name, must be dated in the interval between
A.D. 384 and 406, when Stilicho abandoned it to the
Barbarians, with the rest of the Trans-Alpine provinces.
From the latter date assuredly they were undisturbed.
1

I have added to the Nordendorf examples two others from Prof.
Lindenschmit's ' Alterthiimer unserer Heidnisohen "Vovzeit," for the
sake of further comparison. Kg. 11 is from Greisenlieim, Bheingau;
fig. 12 from Oberolm, Eheinhessen.
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The many resemblances we have noticed between the
relics from this Nordendorf cemetery, and others from
the cemeteries of Kent and Wight, (especially the
earliest), are so many indications of the origin of the
peoples to whom they belonged. The Sweve-Juthings
of Swabia, and the Jutes of Jutland, Kent and Wight,
are so many scions of that " gens longe maxima et bellicosissima Germanorum omnium," whose ancient home
was beyond the Elbe, where now are Prussia and Livonia; and in the excellence of Kentish art, as compared with that of the Angles and Saxons in England
and the Franks abroad, we may discern traces of that
superiority of the Sweves, which all other tribes of the
German race confessed in the days of Csesar. Is not the
fact, that one word, JEotenas or lotar, in O.E. and Norse
literature, denoted "Jutes" and "giants," another indication of this acknowledged, hated, superiority \
So far I have said nothing of the most interesting
relic found at Nordendorf, a large tau-shaped brooch,
5-|- inches long, of silver gilt, and ornamented with
niello, (PL 16, 17). It was found in 1843, for it is
figured No. 38 of Dr. von Raiser's account of the discoveries of that year, and on a larger scale in PI. II. 11
of his later publication; (I have already said that all the
objects figured in that plate belong to the first year's
diggings). It is one of the objects, about the circumstances of the finding of which I should have wished
for particular information; for it is clear, from the inscriptions on its reverse, that it belonged to men, and
so it is not probable that it was found in a woman's
grave. That brooches of this cla'ss were worn by men
as well as by women is certain: not to multiply examples, of which some may be found in that valuable
repertory, the ' Collectanea Antiqua,' I would mention
that the only specimen of this class found by Bryan
Faussett, (Invent. Sep. pi. viii. 3), was from the rich

Arch. Cunt. Vol. Till.

PI. 19.

PIERCED WHEEZi-LIKE OBN AMENTS.
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grave of a man, with sword and shield, (Gilton, No.
48).
It has two inscriptions in runes:—
1. LONAB ORE WODAN
WINI DONAE

" Wodan rewards with money
(his) friend Thonar."

2. A later one, ending where it meets the other—
LEUBWINI,

Lonath is ind. pres. 3 sing., O.H.G. and O.S. lonon to
" reward;" ore or ora, (for we cannot be quite sure of
the value of the last letter in this inscription), dat. sing.
of O.BLG. ar, O.E. ora. The construction of these lines
is the same as in Beowulf:—
1. 2764. « To the tM fe'hte
feo leanige."
1.4209. " Me thone waslrses
wine Scyldinga
fottan golde
fela leanode/'

" I thee for the fight
reward with money."
" Me for the death rash
the friend of the Scyldings
with rich gold
much rewarded."

It is extremely interesting to find thus in connection
the names of Woden and Thor, (for Thonar and our
Thunor are ancient forms of Tfior), since Norse tradition
asserts that Thor was one of the twelve chiefs who
accompanied Woden from the East; and, although it is
certain that both these were personal names amongst
the Pagan Teutonic races, and might have been in frequent use,—we have a Thunor, for instance, in Kentish
history,—it seems to me very probable that the persons named in this inscription are no other than the
heroes of the tradition, the former of 'whom I have endeavoured to restore to his place in history. For in
the immediate neighbourhood of this cemetery there is
a hill, the name of which, (variously written Donrsperch,
Dornsperg, Donersberg, Donnersberg, in old documents,
and nowDornsberg), indicates that a chieftain, one of the
early Teutonic settlers in this district, bore the name of
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Donar or Thonar. The date of the first complete occupation of this district by Sweve-Juthings was in the
latter half of the fourth century, i. e. not long subsequent to my date for Woden's expedition, (but they had
been infesting it for about thirty years previously). It
seems that Sweves and Goths were associated in the
invasion and conquest of Scandinavia, and assuredly the
Wodan named in this inscription must have been a
prince, and Thonar have stood in the same relation to
him as Beowulf to Hrothgar. I think it, therefore, very
probable that Thonar was associated with Wodan in his
conquest, and that, when Wodan was established in the
north, Thonar led his Juthings into Rhsetia, and gave
his name to Dornsberg, perhaps to Nordendorf also, for
in old documents it is called Dorndorf; and I regard this
brooch as a historic monument of the highest interest.
In the second inscription, perfectly distinct from this,
and written when the brooch was turned in a different
direction, Leubwini may be a personal name, our Leofwini; but, as it must be taken in connection with
letters which precede it, I think it may be a compound
word, meaning " dear friend," like mceg-wine, guth-wine.
Dr. Lindenschmit gives the preceding letters AWA, (in
Professor Stephens's engraving only the last of these
appears). If these be correctly read, they are best explained by the 0. E. dwa, " always." The letter which
follows is L, a simple initial, (for here it meets the B of
Thonar, and the word could not be written in full), perhaps of libla, "live," "live for ever, Leubwini," or
" dear friend."
This brooch must have belonged to a man, and, this
admitted, we have in its owner a fitting mate for the
rich lady of grave B. Like the Gilton brooch, above
referred to, it must have been many years in use, for it
is very much worn at the sides; indeed, it had belonged
to two successive owners, Thonar and Leubwini.
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I must now call my reader's attention to a futhorc in
MS. 270 at S. Gallen. (PI. 1, A.) The runes which
compose it are arranged as an alphabet in MS. 878,
above referred to; and, as that alphabet is followed by
the futhorc b, which is called " Anguliscum" for distinction, it seems clear to me that the alphabet and the
futhorc in MS. 270 are something other than " Anguliscum," that they belong to some other branch of the
Teutonic stock. A MS., 14,436, at Munich, contains
another alphabet arranged from the same futhorc,
which it and the alphab.et in MS. 878 serve admirably
to illustrate and correct.
I. 3. The name is dorn in all the MSS. In MS. 878 it is
followed by I. 8, liuun, on account of the resemblance in form.
I. 7 and II. 6. The MSS. agree in the peculiar form of
these two runes, the latter almost identical with the cweorth of
MS. Galba A. 2.
II. 4. The S. Gallen alphabet gives this as a second form
of a; the Munich MS. has the rune fa with the name Jeer, as a
second form of K.
II. 5. Both alphabets give this as K, the latter with the
name Id.
II. 7. The Munich MS. differs from the others in giving to
this rune a form more like its English correspondent.
III. 4. The futhorc gives to this rune a form which in all
inscriptions belongs to III. 7. MS. 878 happily corrects this
error.
III. 6. The Munich alphabet gives the form and name just
as in the futhorc.
III. 8. The S. Gallen alphabet gives this and I. 4 as forms
of o; the Munich alphabet this only.
IV. 1 and 2. The futhorc seems to reverse the relative
places of these runes. MS. 878 gives both as A, in the English
order. The Munich MS. gives the name ao to a rune of the
usual form, so that we may believe that they really stood as in
the English futhorc, and correct MS. 270 in this respect.
IV. 3. The futhorc has the name yw, and the value g ;
the Munich alphabet gives the correction gwr. The S. Grallen
alphabet gives the value y, and another form of g, which is
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really the ehon or qhon of the " Marcomaanic " alphabet, which,
will be examined immediately.

It is curious that this futhorc gives the name perd to
a rune which resembles the English cweorth, and gut to
one identical with the English peord. Fortunately we
are able to explain this. Our runes are symbols of
natural objects, (doubtless much changed from their
original forms), and each of these runes is the symbol
of a " horse." The Hebrew perod, " a mule," Arabic
purut, "a swift horse," O.H.G. pfaorit, O.S. pererd,
Modern H.G. pferd,Holl. paard, paerd, peerd, and Latin
(Celtic) veredus, represent peord; and the old language
of Chaldsea gives us /cur, (akin to the Latin currere,
cursus, Teutonic hors, as the late Dr. Hincks remarked),
for " horse." So symbols, which represented the same
kind of object, would be easily interchanged in the
futhorc of different tribes. I may also call attention to
the runes II. 5 and III. 3, the names of which are
nearly the same. The former, it will be observed, resembles very closely the S. Gallen perd; the latter differs only in position from II. 6 of the Charnay futhorc.
Its name, I believe, is given on a bracteate EHWU, and
the Gothic ailiwus, (inferred from the compound aihwatundi), the O.S. eliu, O.E. eoh and eh, Latin eguus, are
the same. These four runes, I believe, may have symbolized different kinds of horses,—animals which would
be of the greatest value to our forefathers in their primeval home in Asia, where the futhorc was first arranged. The two first runes, fech, (cf. pecus, pecuma),
and m; (" a wild bull," wrw\ are symbols of. different
kinds of cattle. I have no doubt but that this futhorc,
preserved for us by the Scottish monks of S. Gallen, is
that which belonged peculiarly to their neighbours, the
Alamans, who from the fourth century occupied the
Upper Rhine, as far as the Lake of Constance. The
Alamans seem to have been always neighbours of
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the Sweve-Juthings, and were associated with, them in
the invasions of Rheetia in the latter half of the fourth
century; and this futhorc of theirs affords important
assistance in reading the runes on the most precious of
all the Kentish Runic relics, the Jutish sword-hilt from
the Gilton cemetery, now in the Mayer Museum at
Liverpool. But I have still to notice an important
alphabet, equally valuable for this purpose, of which we
have no less than seven different copies, in MSS. ranging from the ninth to the fourteenth centuries.
The earliest is found,in the treatise 'De Inventione
Linguarum,' by Hrabanus Maurus, Archbishop of
Mainz, who wrote about the middle of the ninth century.1 It is accompanied by the following notice:—
" Litteras quippe, quas utimtur Marcoxnanni, qnos nos Nordrhannos vocamus, infra scripta habemus, a quibus originem,
qui theodiscam loquuntur linguam, trahunt. Cum quibus carmina sua, incantationesque ac divinationes significare procurant,
qui adhuc paganis ritibus involvuntur."

In a MS. at Paris, 5239, of the beginning of the
twelfth century, and in MS. Cotton. Tiberius, D.XVIII.,
they are noticed in nearly the same words:—
" JS.se etenim literarum figurse in gente Nortmannorum feruntur primitus iuventee. Quibus ob carainum eorum memoriam, et incantationum uti adhuc dicnntur. Quibus et runstafas nomen imposuerunt^ ob id., ut reor, quod iis res absconditas
vicissim sci'iptitando aperiebant,"

To my mind, the first of these notices is evidence
that, at the time it was written, these runes were in use
amongst a people who were known by the name of
MarcJi-men, and who were also, relatively to the country of the writer, North-men. That he meant by them
the tribes north of the Elbe is not unlikely, and there
1

I do not, of course, suppose that Hrabanus himself wrote these
sentences; but believe that they were added to his treatise within a
century of his death.
VOL. VIII.
S
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is no reason why these characters might not be used in
charms, or for what were supposed to be so, long after
the conversion of the people to Christianity. Why,
even to this day, the housemarks in use amongst the
(partly Saxon, partly Frisian) people of Ditmarsh, are
unmistakeably runes.' The writer naturally arranged
them in the order of the alphabet with which he was
most familiar.
The peculiar runes of this alphabet (PL I , I. m) are
these:—o exactly the same as its correspondent in the
Norse futhorc; G and H of forms peculiar to this alphabet;
K, ffilc or kalk, found in Northumbrian inscriptions,
(though not in the Salzburg MS. futhorc, which does not
include it); otMZ, in the - form of the English os; Q,
clion or qJion, resembling .that in the S. Gallen futhorc.
All the four last, too, are remarkable.
To the futhorc from which this alphabet is taken, an
inscription, now known only by a rubbing found
amongst the papers of the learned Danish antiquary,
Arendt, belongs. It gives us merely a man's name,

ANSAGVISIA,

in which the G has the form which elsewhere is found
only in this alphabet. It is much to be regretted that
no record exists of the place whence the rubbing was
taken. It cannot, surely, be that of which Arendt, in
one of his lists, says, "A very old and Anglo-Saxon
inscription on wood from Gjevedal Church, Omlie, in
the Westland (Norway). The contents probably speak of
the time when the church was consecrated." Arendt would
never have said this of an inscription of ten letters.
That, doubtless, is lost, as so many of his rubbings are;
and of this, whether made by himself or made for him
by a friend, there is no record. It is invaluable on
account of the rare form of the G.
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The name is well known in history under the form
Ansagis.
•
I believe that the province of Holstein has not
yet produced any standing monument revealing to us
the forms of the old runes of its ancient inhabitants.
There, doubtless, as in South England, the influence of
the missionaries of the Christian faith was strenuously
and successfully exerted to abolish the futhorc, and substitute the abecedarium in its stead; but we may believe, from the passage cited above, that there were
some of its people strongly attached to the old writing
of their fathers, and on that account perhaps suspected
of Paganism, long after they were converted to Christianity.

A

m

Owing to the edge having been rounded and worn,
through long use, the runes at the beginning and end
of the inscription on the sword-hilt are not so distinct
as we could wish on one side, but the traces of the characteristic marks are such, when examined minutely, as
to leave no doubt as to the reading in my mind; on the
other side the inscription is nearly effaced, yet I think
I can restore the name of the owner. 1 read it,
ICU IK SIGI MUARNUM IK WISA DAGMUND.
S2
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The first rune is II. 5; the tipper part is worn away,
but it can have been no other; its value is i, long.
The second is I. 6, of the Burgundian and Gothic form.
The third, eleventh, and fifteenth are 1. 2, of the form
which the alphabet in MS. 878, the Marcomannic
alphabet, and the alphabet of Wulfila present. The'
fifth and eighteenth are the rune which is called cJton
or qjion in the Marcomannic alphabet, the second form
of Q in MS. 878, the Q of Wulfila's alphabet. The
sixth we have met with on the equally Jutish shieldboss from Thorsbjerg. Icu is the indie, pres. 1 sing.
of the verb wan, " to add," " increase," " prolong."
This termination in u, characteristic of the O.H.G. and
O.S. dialects, and of the Northumbrian, (as exemplified
in the Durham Ritual), was also characteristic of the
early Kentish dialect, (as exemplified in the gloss to the
Cottonian Psalter, Vespasian A. 1, a MS. believed in
the fifteenth century to have belonged to S. Augustine
of Canterbury). The O.H.G. and O.S. have also the
spelling ua for a, uo for o; and so by the forms icu, (for
ice or eace), and muarnum, (for masrnum), this inscription
is connected with the Continental Teutonic dialects.
Muarnum for mce'rnum, supposes a noun mce'ren, connected
with mte'r, "great," as meet/en, "might," with mag,
"mighty. The dative plural in urn is common to the
O.E., O.F., and Gothic. I translate the whole,—
" I increase victory by great deeds, I, chieftain Dagmund."

The character of this inscription, the ancient forms
of the language, and the presumed antiquity of most of
the interments in the Gilton cemetery, concur to warrant us in regarding this hilt as a relic of the fifth or
sixth century.
I have noticed above the evidence, which the Mosses
of Denmark afford, of an invasion of Denmark and the
Isles by two foreign peoples in the fourth century, and
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that which the stone monuments of Sweden and Norway
supply, that one of these peoples eventually settled in.
those countries. I have expressed my conviction, based
on the language of these monuments, that this people
belonged to the Gothic race. I have indicated, rather
than distinctly expressed, my opinion that the other
people, associated with these Goths, was of that race
which our own history tells us was also associated with
the Goths in the conquest of Wiht, and therefore probably of Kent, the Jutes; and I have shown the identity of their name with the Jotungi or Juthungi of the
geographers and historians of the later empire. This
people, I believe, remained in the Cimbrica Chersonesus, gave to it the name Jutland, and maintained
their power there until about the commencement of the
seventh century, when they succumbed to another
people, who introduced the art which characterizes the
later Iron Age, and that futhorc which eventually prevailed throughout the whole of Scandinavia. They
came to Britain A.D. 428; at first as allies, but afterwards as foes; they overran the greater part of the
island, but eventually occupied Kent and Wight, leaving the rest of Britain to the Angles and the Saxons,
who had followed in their wake, and joined in their'
enterprise. So here and there, a grave in Yorkshire,
(e.g. at Seamer), or in Derbyshire, (e. g. White Lowe,
near Winster), and elsewhere,—monuments of the
early years of their presence in this island,—and everywhere the cemeteries of Kent and Wight, have
yielded relics of that beautiful style of art which distinguishes the Swabian graves from those of the rest
of Germany, and characterizes (what is called) in Denmark the second division of the early Iron Age; of
which the ornaments in PL 7, enriched with filigree,
slabs of garnet inlaid, and bosses of ivory (probably),
are examples. The Nydam swords first attracted my attention to this correspondence.
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In PI. 20,1 give for comparison, all | size:
1, a sword hilt; and 4, part of another, from Thorsbjerg;
2 and 3, hilt and sword from Nydam;
• 5, hilt of a sword from Faversham;
6, hilt of a sword from Gil ton;
7, sword from Combe;
8, sword from Sarre.
The hilt from Thorsbjerg is imperfect, but the length
of the rivets shows that the pommel must have been
something like the dotted outline; I would call particular attention to the repetition of the rune othil on
4, and ask my readers to refer to pi. xvi. of the
Invent. Sepulchrale, where the same rune occurs three
times on each of the plates of a cup from Chartham ;
I have selected the Faversham example for the sake of
its pommel, and that from Sarre for the sake of its
guard.
In PI. 21, by the kindness of Messrs. Thiele, of Copenhagen, I am enabled to give representations of a
sword-hilt from Bildso moss, in Fyen, finer than any of
the Nydam swords, and approaching more closely to the
common Kentish type, of which the most perfect examples are those from Gilton and Combe, (in PL 20,
and full size in ' Pagan Saxondom,' pi. xxiv.). To these
may be added, for comparison, the other Gilton example
noticed above, three fine varieties from Sarre, (graves
LXXXVIII., XCL, and another), and two from Patricksbourne. Others of simpler character occurred at Sarre.
• Now, let me ask my readers to compare these swords
with the description in Beowulf of an "old Jutish
sword ":—
]. 3118. " Geseah thd on searwura
sige-eadig bil
eald sweord Eotenisc
ecguin thyhtig

" He saw then among the weapons
a yictory-happy bill,
an old Jutish sword,
in edges doughty,

PI. 20.

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIU.

SWOKDS AND HILTS.

Arch. Cant. Vol. VIII.

H.

SWORD-HILT PROM BI1DSO MOSS.
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wigena weorthruynd."
1 3130. " He gefeng tha fetel-hilt
freca Scyldinga
hreoh and heorogrim
hring-maj'l gebrajgd."
1.3392. "Swawffisonthse'mseennum
sciran goldes
thurh riin-stafas
rihte gemareod
geseted and gessed
hwam that sweord geworlit
irena cyst
se'rest wre're
wreothen-hylt and
wyrm-fdh."
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. of warriors the glory."
" He seized the belted hilt,
the bold one of the Seyldings,
fierce and sword-grim,
the ringed sword drew."
" So was on the mountings
of bright gold
through rune-staves
rightly marked
set and said
for whom that sword wrought,
of irons choicest,
first was,
wreathed hilt, and wormadorned,"

The ringed sword, the belted wreathed hilt, the
worm-like ornaments, the rune-stave legend, all are
here.
I may notice here, on account of the peculiar form
of the S, and of the name which it bears, the following
gold solidus or mancus:—

. Obv. Bust to the right, and blundered legend, copied from a
coin of Honorius.
Eev. An emperor holding labarum in his right hand and
victory in his left, trampling on a prostrate foe; legend in
runes SOANOMODTJ, and other letters without meaning.

It is not known in what part of England it was found.
It ha§ evidently been furnished with a loop for attachment to a necklace. The only peculiarity of the legend
calling for remark is the second rune (I. 6), and the
third (IV. 1), the same as in the English and Alamannic
futhorcs.
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The Sibertswold sceatta presents on its obverse a
figure standing holding two sceptres, or crosses, with the
runes TTAD ; on its reverse, Victory, winged, holding a

wreath, and three runes, of which the value is problematical, and,-'consequently, the meaning also. The
first is not the same as, but may be compared with, the
form of II. 7 in MS., Munich, 14,436 ; if it be intended
for this rune its value would probably be A; the
second wants one line to complete its resemblance to
IV. 5 (cweorth\ and to another rune in MS. Galba, A 2,
of which the name is et; the third is, perhaps, a variation of I. 8. AQW is a possible reading, but not a complete word.
From the type of the obverse,—identical with that
of a series of sceattas which I have elsewhere assigned
to Ine, king of the West Saxons, and to Nunna, his
kinsman, king of the South Saxons,—I have no hesitation in assigning this little coin to another king of the
South Saxons, who lived about the same time as Nunna,
i. e. the beginning of the eighth century. He is known
to us only by charters, in which his name appears in a
Latinized form, Wattus. In his time the relations
between the royal families of Sussex and Kent were
as intimate, as those of the latter with the Mercian
princes half a century earlier. A,D. 685 the South
Saxons espoused the cause of Eadric against the king
of Kent, his uncle, Hlothhere, whom they defeated and
mortally wounded. Immediately on this, Ceadwalla, not
yet king, invaded Sussex, and slew the king JEthelwealh.
Repulsed by the successors of /Ethelwealh, Berhthuii
and Andhun, he returned in the following year, de-
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feated and slew Berhthun, then invaded Kent and slew
Eadric. This war, I have no doubt, was undertaken on
behalf of Richard, the heir of Hlothhere, and I have
elsewhere noticed a curious sceatta, which, I believe,
was issued by the joint authority of Richard and
Ceadwalla's brother, Mul, whom the Kentishmen burned
to death, A.D. 687. Eadric's brothers, Wih treed and
Swsebhard, became kings of Kent, A.D. 691; and, three
years later, the blood feud for Mul's murder was settled
by the Kentishmen, and Wihtreed was allowed to reign
for thirty years in peace. Nunna and Wattus were his
contemporaries.
I have now completed my task. The different futhorcs which were in use amongst different nations or
tribes of the great Teutonic race, have passed in review
before us, and I have taken occasion to notice our
Kentish relics, as each futhorc "or Runic alphabet
seemed to afford an illustration thereof. The sceattas
from Sarre and Birchington are inscribed with the runes
of the " Angulisc" futhorc ; the Sibertswold sceatta
presents traces probably of the futhorc of the South
Saxons; the Thorsbjerg shield-boss, the Dalby diadem,
the Himlingoie, Etelhem and Nordendorf brooches, the
Coslin and Skodborg bracteates, the Sandwich stones,
and the Gilton sword-hilt represent, I have no doubt,
the futhorc of the Jutes. To this, perhaps, also may
be referred the coins of Aniwulufu and Scanomodu, but
I believe the Dover stone must belong to another race.
The thanks of all who have taken an interest in what
1 have written are due to my good friend Professor Stephens, who has most generously allowed me to make
use of so large a number of the illustrations of his magnificent work, and himself superintended the printing
of them in Copenhagen ; and to Messrs. Thiele for the
loan of the blocks of the Bildso-moss sword, the most
valuable, in my opinion, of all the illustrations of this
paper.
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APPENDIX.
WITHIN a few feet of the spot where the rune-inscribed horn was found
in 1734, another had been found in 1639. Both horns were formed in the
same way, with an inner case half gold, half silver, and' an outer one of
pure gold; both were decorated in the same manner, with figures formed
by engraving or punching the gold, and with others separately.cast, and
soldered on; yet it is evident that they were not the work of the same
hand; it is probable that they belonged to different peoples.
On the horn of 1639, the punched ornaments consisted of long fishes,
and snakes, (proper, or with human heads and arms), and these made
before the relief ornaments, (many of which cross, or interfere with, them),
were attached. On that of 1734 they were short fishes, and animals of
different kinds, stars and crosses, and these serving to fill up the spaces
between, the relief ornaments, not one of which interfered with them. On
the former, Professor Steenstrup, (as cited by Professor Stephens), thinks
that two races were represented amongst the relief figures, one of them
the almost neckless Makrocephali, an indication that-this at least might
have come from the Crimea; these do not appear in the published engravings of the latter. Two or three ornaments were common to both, so
that the maker of the horn of 1734 had either seen the other, or had derived
them from the same source as the maker of the other. I think the horn
of 1734 was the later of the two, on account of the two kinds of ornament
being either of the same time, or the punching later than the embossing,
(and perhaps by a different hand), whereas on that of 1639 the embossing
is clearly the result of afterthought.
The most remarkable feature, however, of the horn of 1639, and that
which especially distinguished it from its companion, was a legend not in
runes, but in zoomorphic characters, in two lines (PI. 22, fig. 1). As tan
illustration of this kind of writing, I give another of fourteen characters,
or seven repeated, and apparently two words, on a silver cup, found at
Himlingo'ie (PL 22, fig. 2). That these are really legends no one who
.examines them attentively will be disposed to deny.
This peculiarity, a legend composed of zoomorphic letters, has not yet
been noticed on monuments of the prehistoric age. Indeed it is so rare,
that besides these two instances, 1 know of none other certain. Yet it
characterizes remarkably the illuminated MSS. of the Longobards in
Italy, and the Visigoths in Spain, in the seventh and eighth centuries.
In these MSS. frequently whole lines, of the headings of the principal
pages, are written in letters composed of serpents, one or more fishes, one
or more birds, quadrupeds, or different combinations of these animals, one
sort with another, or even with men; and these not distorted, like the
initials in some Anglo-Saxon aud Irish MSS., but drawn in natural forms,
according to the ability of the artist; nor mere decorative accessories, not
interfering with the .proper shapes of the letters, as in MSS. of the later
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Middle Age; but themselves forming the entire body of the letters, so
that nothing appears but these simple, or compound, zoomorphic types.
An Evangeliarium in the Bodleian, which by its writing might seem to
be of French origin, but by its illuminated letters is connected with the
Longobardic school, presents two fine examples of the peculiarity I am
speaking of, in its first page, and the heading of the Gospel for Easter.
(See the latter in Westwood's " Palseographia Sacra Pictoria," PI. 28.)
I know of nothing parallel to these save the MSS. of the Armenian
school. In an Evangelistarium in the library of H.E.H. the late Duke of
Sussex, the first line of each Gospel is in characters formed entirely of
birds, (for that of S. John, see Westwood, PI. 9). As an indication how
late the taste has prevailed in the sacred books of the Armenian church,
I may mention that I have one before me (printed in 1702), in which the
letters of two headings, and many of the initial letters throughout the
volume are composed of birds, beasts, and fishes.
When I observed the nature of the double band of figures on the horn
of 1639, my first thought was to apply to the characters the runes of the
futhorc, but I saw at once that this system would not explain them,
although one of them closely resembled wen. It was equally clear that
they were not alphabetic, i. e. Greek or Roman. In my examination of
the old Northern inscriptions, I had been struck by the indications of
Sclavonic influence in some of their inflectional forms; and, in my inves*
tigation of the origin of runes, the conviction had long ago, come to my
mind that the .Sclaves had their own system of writing before their conversion to Christianity; yet I did not for some time think of applying the
Sclavic letters to the characters of the horn legend. When at last I did,
I was astonished to find how easy it was to identify these characters with
the letters of the Glagolitic system j notwithstanding that the horn dates
probably from the fourth or fifth century, and that the earliest Glagolitic
MSS. are of the eleventh, separated from it by an interval of time, quite
sufficient to have altered or corrupted the ancient forms of the characters,
and rendered them very unlike those which the horn presents ; considerable variation appearing in the two forms of Glagolitic, which are separated
by no such interval; and notwithstanding the presumption that letters
freely written on vellum would naturally vary very much from their prototypes written on stone, wood, or metal.
The Eastern Sclaves were converted to Christianity ha the ninth century by S. Cyril (or Constantino), from whom the alphabet, in which he
caused the sacred books to be written, is called Cyrillitio. Into this
alphabet all the letters of the Greek alphabet enter; and thirteen simple,
and some compound characters are added, to express sounds foreign to the
Greek language. To these the Servian alphabet adds one character to
express the sound dzh, and the Wallachian this, and another for the sound
unff.
The Western Sclaves received Christianity from Eoman missionaries,
and their S. Jerome translated the Scriptures into the Dalmatian language, using for the expression thereof the system of writing which is
called Glagolitic, of which there are two distinct varieties, one rounded,
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the other for the most part angular. This system consists of thirty-six
simple, and some compound, letters, now arranged in the order of the
Greek alphabet, but probably once commencing with the fourth, Glagol,
and hence named. In this there is no further resemblance to Greek or
Roman letters than in- one form of.Myslite, one form of JFert, and Thita.
In the accompanying table, I give the Glagolitie alphabet entire, and by
its side the peculiar Oyrillitic letters. I have not thought it necessary to
give those which are evidently Greek, nor those which express the sounds
yu, yeng, yony, and which are merely compounded of others. The peculiar Servian and Wallachian letters are placed at the end.
Both alphabets have the same names for their letters, yet a comparison
of the Non-Hellenic Cyrillitic letters with their Glagolitic correspondents,
shows a complete identity in two letters only, ska and shta. The others
are so different that it seems impossible to refer them to a common origin.
Here, then, we have one system of writing complete, and the remains
of another; both used to express the old Sclavonic language, both having
claims to be considered as of Sclavic origin, yet essentially distinct. In
the absence of all independent evidence, older than the tenth century, can
we admit their claims P can we suppose them variations of one original,
the result of gradual corruption of the primitive type, during the centuries
which elapsed between the first settlements of the Sclaves in the provinces of the Eastern and Western empires, and their conversion to Christianity ? Or may we suppose that one is Sclavic, the other borrowed by
the Sclaves from some people whom they conquered P I think the NonHellenic element in the Cyrillitic alphabet must be Sclavic; whether the
Glagolitic alphabet is also Sclavio is a point on which great light will be
thrown, if it shall appear that the legend on the horn can be interpreted
by means of the old Sclavonic language, regard being had to the distance
of time, which separates the horn from the oldest MS. monuments of the
language, five centuries at least. My readers will judge how far the following attempt to identify the horn characters with the Glagolitic letters
is successful.
Of the twenty-two characters which compose this legend, there are
certainly six (perhaps seven) pairs and one quartet, so that the number of
distinct characters is only twelve or thirteen. I observe that the same
sequences appear in the 8th and, 9th, llth and 12th, atid in the 4th 5th
and 6th, 17th 18th and 19th. In the latter triplet I observe that the
18th and 19th are tied together, and as there is not the same minute
accuracy in this representation that would be found in one made in the
present day, I conclude that the 5th and 6th were probably also tied. I
identify them as follows.—
1. I (eleventh letter in the alphabet).
2 and 16. Sa.
3. Glagol,
4i and 17. Comparing these with 14 and 22,1 take the former to be J?s,
the latter JEst.
5, 6, and 18,19, are apparently the letter Uk, which looks like a compound of On and Esl.
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7 and 21. Dolro.
8 and 11. lee. In the former the weapon held in the hand may indicate
a composition of this character with the second form of J&rek.
9 and 12. Nas.
10 and 15. S'oi, or the latter may be Cher.
13. Perhaps Zemlja.
20. Possibly Ljudi. I feel less confidence in this, 2, and 13, than in the
rest. The small ladder after 17, (engraved, not embossed like the other
letters), has more the appearance of an accent than of a letter.
The resemblance of most of these characters is quite satisfactory, to me
at least; and I do not think the others differ more from those with which
I have compared them, than do some of the characters in one of the Glagolitic alphabets from their correspondents in the other. The legend thus
read can certainly be pronounced, and that is a great point in its favour.
ISGEngUDINRINZEOHS'EngTJLDE.
Of course the sound of the vowels 8 and 11 must have been different
from that of 1; in fact, in the Cyrillitic alphabet, Ize is represented by
the Greek fleta and / by Iota. The former, then, may be read e, and for
udin and riot we may read uden and ren; and here again, as I have said
above, the vowel in the latter may be a modification of that in the former.
Knowing, as I do, very little of the old Sclavonic language, I cannot pretend to say whether this legend can be explained by its aid, or not; and I
have already expressed a doubt as to the Sclavic origin of the G-lagolitic
alphabet. I am surprised, however, to find of how easy and natural an
explanation it is susceptible by the aid of Teutonic grammar.
The resemblance between the words Isgeng and Zechs'eng and the ordi*
nary Teutonic patronymic in ing is very striking, and suggests "Uden son
of lag," and "TJld son of Zechs'," with Vide apparently in the oblique
case. We want a verb, of course, and ren exactly corresponds to the
form of praaterites of the VIIIth conjugation, (in which the vowel of the
present is ei in Gothic, and « in all other dialects; that of the preterite
ai=e in Gothic, ei in O.H.G. and O.N., e in O.S. and O.F., but A in
O.E.; and that of the participle i in all the dialects). Of verbs with initial
r we have usually an aspirated and a simple form: of this we have the
former in the O.S. hrinan, Jtrdn, O.E. hrinan, hran, hrinen, and the latter
in Layamon's participle i-rinen, with the meaning "to touch," "strike,"
" adorn." Thus we obtain, "Uden son of Isg adorned (this) for Uld son
of Zechs'," and even the names may be compared with Teutonic names,
Woden or Odin, Oisc, Wald, and Seaxa.
If this be right, it will appear that a Teuton, the maker of this horn,
chose to record his work in characters foreign to the futhorc; and here I
seem to gain an insight into the meaning of the lines, (quoted by Professor
Stephens), relative to a horn, which may be believed to have been of the
same class as this.
" Varu i horni
" Were on the horn
hverskyno stafir
various letters,
ristnir ok rothnir
cut and reddened.
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rada ek ne mattak
lyngfiskr langr
lands Haddingja
ax oskorit
innleid dyra."

'

I might not explain them,
long lingfish
of land of Haddings,
ears uncut,
bowels of beasts."
Gudrunarkvida, II. 22.

He could not interpret them because they were not ordinary runes, but
zoomorphic, and perhaps from some system of writing other than the
futhorc.
The Himlingoie cup seems to differ very much from the horns in workmanship. The characters are stamped up from behind on thin plates of
gold, which are fastened to the cup with silver nails. Each plate, I think,,
contains two words,—one of three, the other of four letters,—but one of
them contains in addition two heads which look like a stop, and which
seem to mark the commencement of the legend. I know of no alphabet
with which these characters can be connected.
Unable, therefore, at present, to offer a complete explanation of these
legends, I must be satisfied with calling attention to the fact, that these
zoomorphic characters were in use in Denmark in the fifth century. So
the Longobards in Italy, when they had adopted Romanesque writing,
did but apply to the illustration of their sacred books a tradition which
they had brought with-them from the banks of the Elbe. But we have
seen that there is some reason to believe that the horn on which these
zoomorphic characters appear came from the northern shores of the Black
Sea, and on its southern shores we have seen the same taste prevailing
down to a very late period, if not to our own day, in the illustration of
Armenian books. There is so much identity of feeling in the Longobardic
and Armenian letters of this kind, although belonging to languages and
systems of writing altogether distinct, as to force us to look to a common
original for both, and that Asiatic.
The subject is very interesting, but I will not now pursue it farther,
than to remark that there are two types of Teutonic brooches which seem
to owe their origin to the same fancy. The little parrots, which are most
frequently found in the graves of the Franks, occasionally in those of
neighbouring nations, were originally, I conceive, intended for the initial
letter of the national name, and this most of them very well represent.
Of course there are degradations of the original type, in which this idea
seems quite lost, and there are other bird-shaped brooches, which have
evidently a different motive. Again, the S-shaped brooches, as they have
been called, most frequently found in the graves of Swabia, and other
districts of South Germany, seem to me to represent the rune Eoh or
Ih, the initial of the national name of the Juthings.
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